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I N TRODUCTION . 

During the spring of 1910 the \\Titer made a study of seyer:ll 
eskers in territory ad jacent to Rochester, N e lY York. in connection 
with graduate work for the degree of Master of Science at the 
University of R ochester. T he results of thi s study were incor
porated in a paper which was submitted as a Master's th e~i:;. The 
matter \\"as then dropped until the winter of 1916- 17. \\"hen the 
general d iscllssion of the paper ,yas revised and rewritten . Dl\rin~ 
the past summer ( 1917 ) the eskers described in the early paper ,,,ere 
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revisited, and several addit ional occurrences not originally examined 
,,,ere studied. The results arc incorporated in the fo llo"'ing paper. '" 
It is hoped that it ",ill make some cont riblllion to the subject of 
eskers and to the general subject of glacial geology . T he bibl iogra
phy at the end of the paper the wri ter has tried to make as complete 
as poss ible. 

Eskers represent an interesting type o f glac ial phenomena . 
T heir peculia r fo rm and trend excite interest even in the casual and 
~uperficia l observer , and a great deal has been "Titten regarding 
them. 

J)rji ll ilioll. Eskers may be defined as long. winding ridges of 
gravel and sand, commonly strat ified . ",i th steep slopes and nano,," 
crests , trend ing in the genera l directi'on of fo rmer ice 11l0vemen!. 
They may st ri kingly resemble art ific ial raihyay embankments. 

Pap illar lIa lll es of eskers. People fam ili ar with these inter 
e,ting ridges have accorded them a g reat va ri ety of names, some of 
them indicative of their supposed origin , such as , horsebacks. hog
backs . serpent kames, serpenti ne kames. ,,,halebacks, ridges. win d 
rows, turnpikes, back furrows, ri dge furrows, morriners, Indian 
roads (99) . 

Trch ll ica lllOlll l'lIclal ll rr. Esker is the techni cal name no", long 
used in thi s country for thi s class of glacial phenomena. T he term 
is of Irish origin (44 ) . The Swedi sh word "os", plural "osar", 
sometimes wri tten "as (asar)", has priority . but has never come into 
use in America . In Scotland the term " kame" has been used to 
designate these ridges. the word being probably deri ved from the 
Teutonic "ka111", meaning ridge (44) By general agreement the 
term "kam", is now restri cted to mounds and short ri dges, fea
tures developed perpendicular to the direction o f ice movement , while 
the ,,,o rd " esker" is appl ied to ri dges extending in the general di rec
t ion of ice movement ( 10). 

H istory . I n the earl y part of the last century, ,,·hen attenti on 
\\'as fi rst directed to these singular esker ridges . various expl anations 

. '* 1 w ish to t"xpress my apprec iat ion of assistanc e by Professor Fai rchild in connect ion 
WIth th is papt.'r. H e first suggested the subject to the writer as on e worthy of study; he 
h~s made many suggestions duri ng th e prog-ress of the work; and has placed t he fac ili ties 
, . t. the Geological Lahoratory of the l:n ivcrs ity of Rocht:s te r at the d isposal of th e writer . 
FlIlall y he has con trihu ted of his expe rien ce and ti me in the immed iate prcparatioll of the 
i 'ap('r fo r the press. 
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\yere advanced to account fo r them . By somc they \\'ere explainer! 
as ancient sca shores (Hisinger , :\Iartins (69), Chambers (15 ). 
Erdman (33), ToreJl, etc ,). Ramsay refers to them as "those 
marine gravcJly mounds, caJled kames or cskers" (78 ) . .\nothcr 
idea was that a "vast deposit of sand and mud covering the country 
\yhich had been cut thru by rivers, whose beds were graduaJly fill cll 
\y ith stones and gravel. Later the sand and mud \\'C re \\'ashed a\\'ay. 
leaving the stonc and gravel dcposits of thc rivers in the shape of 
ridges" ( 109) . They were al so regarded as being due to a grcat 
diluvial fl ood (91) . Again they \Y ere thought to have becn form ed 
by marinc currents during the submergence of thc land ( 117 ). 
.-\nothcr very early idea compared them to the submarin e bank.; 
formcd in the pathway of tidal current s ncar the shore. U nder the 
old idea of the aqueous origin of th e drift thcy were referrcd tf) 
iceberg action (73) . Jalllieson explained both kames and eskers as 
morain es of graveJly debris deposited at the edge of an osciJl ating 
icesheet; the ridge-like form he considercd due partiaJly to the icc 
on its advance pushing the material before it (58). In certain 
localiti es in this country they are popularly beli eved to represent the 
\York of the abo rigines, hence thc name " I ndian roads" applied to 

them. 
Hummel of the Geological Survey of S weden secms to haye , 

been the first one to recognize the fact that the existcnce of an inland 
ice shcct must be presupposed as the indi spensable agen t in fonllinl~ 
such ridges, He regarded them as being fo rmcd beneath the ice in 
tunnels excavatcd by percolating \\' aters ( 1874) (57). In 1876 IIolst . 
another Scandinavian, publi shed hi s theory of their origin in the 
beds of supra-glacial ri vers (56) . Thc same vi ew was advocated by 
'Cpham in 1878 in thi s country ( 115,117). Dana regarded esker3 
as being subglacial moraines. The idea of glacio-fluvial origin oi 
thi s type of glacial phenomena has long been entertained, and thcr~' 
is general agreemcnt on thi s point by all glaciali sts . 

Geologists in thi s coun t ry \\'ho have made notable contributi on,; 
to the subj ect a re N. H . \\'i nchcll , 1. C. R usscll , 'Warren t~pha1ll. 
G. H . Stone, W. O. Crosby, T. C. Chamberlin. R. D . Sali sbury, 
\\'. :\1. Davis, F rank L everett and J. B. \ iVoodworth . 

OCClirre llce of E sl?crs. Ge ll eral Occllrrellce. Eskers occm 
only in glaciated rcgions and a rc limitcd to a reas that wcre covered 
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by the ice. they never occur beyond the terminal moraine in the mar
ginal zone of outwash. They occur at all elcvations above sea level. 

Eskcr s find their best development in Sweden , where they \\'ere 
first recogni zcd as bei ng a di stinct phase of the glacial drift . H o\\,
e\'er in south S\\'eden, Germany, and Denmark, they a re almost 
entirely absent. T hey are \\'anting or rare in many regions wherc 
other glacial phenomena are strongly developed, as in Switzerland. 
::\or\\'ay, and southern Greenland . Thcy are especially numerous in 
central I reland, and occur also in Scotland, Finland, and north
,,'est Russia . 

In the Unitcd States they a re best developed in :\Iaine (99) . 
They are C01111110n in N ew England, but rare over the interior states 
(61, 62, 63) . 

Occurrellce in the New York area . 11.1 New York they are 
infrequent in occurrence, \\'idely di st ributed , and a re low shon 
ridges. T hey occur in much the same \\'ay as over the whol e 
glaciated area to the west. 

GE N ER AL DESCRrI'TlO N . 

Di11l ellsiolls. Eskers vary g reatly in dimen sions. In height 
they may be from 3 feet to 150 or even 200 feet. O ne in the Con
necticut river valley has been desc ribed as being 250 feet high ( 11 7). 
In most cases they are less than 50 fee t in height. 

Eskers vary in length from a fraction of a mile to 100 miles or 
more. Several of the esker systems of l\Iainc attain a length of 130 
to 140 miles (99) . 

In breadth at the base they are in most cases only a score or a 
few score of feet, less than 75 or 100 feet, but locally they may 
broaden to 500 fee t, and a basal width of over a mile has been 
recorded . The hcight exceeds one-eighth, and may reach onc
fourth or -one-third the width of the base. \ Vidth may increase as 
height dim ini shes or vice versa. They are neither constant in width 
nor uniform in height. One esker has been described as one-eighth 
of a mile wide throughout its whole length (63, p. 203 ) . Eskers 
tend to be small nea r their point of origin, becoming larger toward 
thei r te rmination. 
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Segmentation and illt en/als. Eskers tend to occur in segment:,. 
separated by intervals of varying \\'idth. Discontinuity is the ruk 
not the exception. :\io esker ridge may be traced fo r 100 mile;;, or 
even 10 miles. \vithout interruption, the individual segments being 
but a few miles long, rarely g reater than 5 miles, and in man)' ca<;c" 
only a fraction of a mile in length. In fact segment s may be ~(J 
short as to be mi staken for elongated kames. Stone has stated tl:~\t 
in the long esker systems of illaine the eskers are seldom continl1<' ll" 
fo r more than 10 miles \\'ithout a break (99) . The segments may 
or may not be in alignment. 

T he intervals between segments are in many cases less thall a 
mile in length, but they may be 2 or 3 miles or even more in extcllt. 
T hese intervals are apt to be occupied by Scouf\I'ays or draina~(' 
creases (122 ). , \ gain gravels more or less spread out and kame.; 
are found in these st retches. 

Triblftaries. Tributaries arc an uncommon feature and. " 'here 
they occur, they are apt to enter the main course at a high angle. 
They a re in the vast majority of cases inferior in development to thl~ 

main ridge . 
Direction . I n direction eskers trend with the general direction 

of ice movement for the general locali ty in " 'hich they occur . Hence 
their courses tend to parallel the striae. boulder trains and drumlins 
of the surrounding region . There are ho\\'ever some notable depart 
ures fro m this direction, in fact some have been observed to extend 
for miles in a direction transverse to th e direction of ice flO\\, . Some 
have their entire course in a direction at nearly right angles to the 
direction of local ice movement, again part of the course \\'i11 be 
transverse and a part conformabl e to the direct ion of the ice 1ll0\'e
ment. Some ridges have been observed that apparently extenclell 
nearly to the edge of the ice. then turned abruptly through a lar~e 
angle and ran for miles parallel to the ice edge. 

Relatiolls at poilll of origill. Eske r ridges ri se abrtlptly from 
the general surface. Thi s is t rue 110t only at the poi nt of origin of 
the esker , but also at the begil~ning of each segment. .\s a mle thG 
ridges attain their full height \\' ithin a I e,,' rods. They may arise ;i1 
a kame area, they lllay continue out\\'ard from a recessionalmorain,·. 
again they may ori gin ate in a houlder), fi eld of irregularly heape(\ 
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till. or f rom a swampy area of thin till. T hey exhibit a tendency LO 

originate in places favorabl e to a I~rge accumulat ion of \\'a ter. as 
l e\'l.~l plain s, broad basins, and ncar the top of low di vides. They 
may a rise from the lee end of a drumlin. 

Ch arac ter of cOllrse . The course, as already indi cated, purS L1 e~ 

commonly a sinuous direct ion ; rarely is an esker straight for any 
di stance. It meanders, the long deflections. sometimes a mile or 
se\'era l miles in length , appear to obey the topography, the short 
deflect ions, on ly a fe w feet to a fraction of a mile long, resemble 
stream meanders. F urther, esker courses are un symmetrical , 
abmpt turns and sharp angles being a 1I0t un common feat un' . 
:'IIaxima changes in the course may be accompani ed by maxi ma 
<;hanges in the elevat ion of the crest line ( 122 ). 

T he crest may remain as narrow as a \\'agon road, again it may 
~pread out into terrace-lik e flats. in con [ormi ty with a simila :' 
increase in the breadth of the base, and become higher than the rest 
of the esker. In the case of the eskers of the in te ri or th ese Oat 
areas arc rarely more than 500 feet wide , in the case of the :'I r ai l~(2 

eskers they may be except ionally a mile or more in \\' idth. These 
broad "plains" may contain kettl e holes, variously kno,,'n as basins. 
sinks . funnels, hoppers, punch bowl s, and 1<.om<1n theaters (99). 
T hese kett les may be as deep as the esker is high , and may contain 
\yate r ind icating an impervious bottom. These broad places lllay 
show e\' idences of st ream erosion, and boiling springs may occur 
along the ir flank s. 

T he esker ridge may divide, and t,,·o pa rallel ridges may uni te 
to form one ridge. The 111ain ridge lIlay break tip to [orm several 
distributary ridges, everyone of whi ch exhibit s the same he ight and 
width as the main ridge. These di strihutary ridges may '1I1terlace 
complexly. enclosing numerous ket tl e holes. \\'hich may have out lets; 
again they may contain water , and may be fl oored ,,·ith till. Such 
a system of meandering and anastomosi ng ridges 111ay be connected 
by late ra l and transverse branches enclosing la rge areas of the coun 
try . T he \\'idth of such complexes may be as great as .3 miles. and 
the length 10 to 20 miles. th e "'hole often representing a jumble of 
h eap~. mounds. cones and ridges. Such ret icul ated eskers fi nd th ei r 
be~t cleyeloJl111 ent in thi s country in soulh"'est :\[ai11e. \\'here they li ·~ 
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in broad valleys (99). They are most liable to development ne ll' 
the terminus of the individual eskers . 

Eskers find their fullest development on a long gentle slope. In 
crossing divides they are apt to be low ancl their material s coar:'e 
(92). T hey may be represented in such situations merely by scat
tered pebbles or they lllay be absent with ridges on both the lip and 
dO\\"l1 slopes on either side of the divide. On long gentl e up slope 5 

there is a slight tendency toward increase in size, while on short 
slopes there is no material change in size . On long steep dom) sl opc ~ 
there may be no deposit. or only a string of large boulders. \"hile at 
the base of the slope large ridges or, in some places, "plain:;" are 

formed. 
They may be conspictlously developed in valleys. and then pa~~-

ing onto plains become so fa int as to be difficultly traced. The 
ridges are apt to broaden in the direction of their termination. III 
l\Iaine they may broaden southward to plains one-half a mile in 
width. These very broad eskers behave as do the nalTO\\' ridges 
and may change back again to the narrow ridge type (99 ) . Their 
sides tend to become pitted with small hollows, branches may di\"erge 
from them, and the adjacent 100Y1 ands become covered \\'ith small 
kames (99) . These broac! esker plains may constitute \"all ey filling 
for a distance, or even a narrow marine delta (99). 

" Buttress-like deposits" may lie against the base of an l'~kc r 
ridge; sometimes a fan-like spreading o f debris fr0111 a 'simila r 
posit"ion has been observed (88) . 

Relation to s/ fI,/,ollJldiJlgs. Eskers show no particular reganl 
fo r topography, they tend however to follow valleys, especilaly if 
such valleys parallel the direction of ice movement. Rarely they 
may follow the axis of a valley t ransverse to the direction of ice 
movement, and in such cases are likely to li e along the side of the 
valley toward which the ice moved. They may cross vall eys and 
pursue their direction across neighboring divides. Rarely do th~y 
cross ridges more than 200 feet high that li e athwart their conr5e~: 
in the case of hi gher ridges the eskers pass through gaps which are 
not always the lo\\"est or the most direct . One may tum aside \0 

avoid a hill 100 feet hi gh and in another part of its course cross a hill 

of g reater height. 
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Eskers may follo\\' the bottom of a valley; in the maj ori ty of 
cases however they lie along the sides of the valley and above ib 
bott0111 . T hey may cross from one side of the valley to the other. 
often they trend toward the bordering hill s on the one sicle or the 
other. If the latter are more than 200 feet high the eskers never 
leave the valley; if less, after fo llo\\' ing the valley fo r some distance 
they may break ac ross the low divide and wind across areas of con
siderabl e relief. An esker may di vide. Ol1 e ridge maintaining its 
position in the axis of the valley, or along the side and above the 
valley bottom. the other ridge paralleling the fi rst along the oppos ite 
side. 1\ single ridge may break up into several ridges that fo llow 
along the va lley, especially if it is a broad valley. If the valley lies i1\ 
the general di rection of ice movement, eskers \\"ill not leave it even 
if ad joining divides are considerably less than 200 feet in height . 
They often enter and leave valleys of other trend. They are 1110re 
strongly developed throughout their courses in the yalley than wh en 
crossing the neighboring uplands. 

T hey show di scordance in 1110st cases with existing drainage. 
They may pass through lakes and thei r courses be traced beneath 
the water; they Inay pass from the land surface to beneath the level 
of the ocean (99) . 

They are more cOl11mon in rough regions than in regions of 
slight reli ef, more nUl11erous in i-Iaine than over the upper :-Ii ssis
sippi plains. 

Leverett has noted the frequent occurrence of eskers in river
li ke channels cut into the till sheets (61,62,63). These troughs may 
be almost as narrow as the esker ridge at its base, com1110nly they 
are several times as broad , the individual trough may not be occupied 
by the esker throughout its "'hole length. 

In liVestem Ne,,· York they li e in nalTO\\' valleys between the 
drumlins. I nstances have been recorded \\"hen they are knowl1 to 
pass over drumlins (125) . They are bordered on either side by wet
s\\'ampy places. In fact lakes, ponds or swamps bordering eskers 
on one side or both sides. elongated in the direction of th e esker are 
C0111mon features (29, 122 ). 

Large eskers are apt to be found in large drainage basins, and to 
be composed of coarser material. 
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, \t higher altitudes eskers are confined to valleys chi efl y, thus in 

S\\"euen at elevations greater than 300 feet they li e in vall eys . 
Relatiolls at terlllillatio ll. Eskers frequently terminate in kame 

a reas. They may al so end in marine and lacustrine deltas and Out
\\"ash plains. T he esker ridges widen as they approach these. and 
m erge with them graduall y. Their termination may also be VCj'Y 

abrupt without regard to the ch a racter of the surroundings. This 
may take place in an un even bouldery field . or in a m orai na l ~ur
face. vVhen eskers terminate in recessional or terminal moraines. 

they tend to advance to\\"ard them at nearl y right angles. 
E skers may split up near their southern termini into se \'e ral 

dist inct branches o r di st ributaries, like the mouths of a stream in a 
delta . These di stributaries may be connected by cross- ridges givi n~ 
a decidedly complex , ret iculated appearance. 

In case a single ridge has broken up into a number o f ridges 
some distance from it s tnminati on the latter ridges are often found 
to converge and unit e just above the termination . .-\gain these 
di ve rging r idge? may terminate miles from each othe r in separa~e 

deltas, kame a reas, fan s, etc. 
T he burial of the 100ver ends of eske r ridges by lawst rin e si 1t~. 

marine sediments, outwash and delta material s, has been obsern',1 

repeatedly. 
A ssociatio ll 7vith lIl ora illes. There is no denying the fact that 

many eskers . possibly most eske rs, are associated \vith either tel''' 
minal or recessional moraines. T heir courses li e north of these 
morain es in " 'hi ch they ternl inate. T hi s intimate relati onship seems 
to indicate a close connection in the fo rmati on o f the t \vo types of 

glacial deposit s. 
CO II/p ositioll . Eskers are composed chi efly of sand and gravel. 

l ' he sand is coarse for the greater part. Gravel is con siderabl y the 
1110re abundan t material and m ay be ve ry coarse . It probably mah~ 
\1p the g reater pa rt of m ost eskers . \"hil e some eskers a re compo~e(l 
en tirely of gravel (38. 99.). \-ery fin e materi al, such as "rock fl our", 
is absent and clay is rare. and ,,·hen present occurs on ly in thin bed~. 
130\11ders seve ral feet in diameter may be p re sent . embedded ill the 
~and and g ravel. som e \\"i th a diameter of ove r 5 feet h ave been 
observed (99) . The pebbles of the gravel are "'ell rounded, rarely 

• 
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are striae preserved upon their surfaces . if once present \vater 
action has completely removed thei r t races. They a re rounded not 
li ke those of ordinary stream beds, but lik e those of pot hol e~ or 
beach shingle (99 ) . The boulders a re for the lllOst part subangular, 
and many prese rve stri ae upon · their surfaces. HO"'ever at times 
boulders 2 to 4- feet in diameter occur t hat are \\"ell rounded. 

T he r idges are entirely unfossiliferous, the wate rs in ,,'hic11 
they we re formed being apparently dest itute of li fe. J Iowever the 
in di vidual component rock fragments may carry fos sil s iml icative of 
the time which they \vere form ed. 

The materi al may be compact . even firmly cemented into a true 
conglom erate, again it may be so loose as to be readi ly di slodged by 
a st roke o f the hammer. Davi s h as described the esker mater ial a ~ 

"open \\"ork gravels" (27 ) . In certain places fine material h as a ll 
been ca rri ed ou t from between the gravels, however, ad join ing 
layers may contain plenty of fi ne material. such as sand . 

l \ few ridges have been desc ribed that a re composeel entirely of 
till (29, 126, 62. 88. 63) . The till has been more or less "'a~h (;d 
apparently, for the fin e materi al is largely removed , anel the coar~er 

mate r ial locall y sho\\' s some degree of wate r action. T he famo us 
BinI's lIill esker contain s till in corporated \vithin it s mass ( 112) . 
T his \\" ill probably be found to be t rue of a large numbe r of eske rs 
when s uffi~i ent exposures are ava ilable to examine th eir interio rs 
full y. T ill interbedded with the sand and g ravel may be considered 

then a rather COlllmon featu re in many eskers. 
Kea r the poin t of ori g in of eskers the materials are coa rser . and 

less rounded. P roceed ing to\va rd their termination the mate rial s 
became fine r. and \v ell rounded. In the longe r :'IIaine eskel'S StOlle 
states that their north ends are composed o f material barely \yate r .. 
worn, the fine r mate rial having been entirely removed (99) . To\\"ard 
the crest of the esker the materi als a re apt to be less rounded tha11 
in the lower portion . 

O ne par t of an esker may be composed of sand , another part of 
the r idge may be gravel. Steeper sided ridges are composed o f coarse 
gravel, possibly blocks. angular and subanguler debri s mixed "'ill l 
sand and earthy g r it (40 ). T he size and di st ribution of ma terial 
are influenced by seve ral factors, the nature of the underl ying rock , 
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the supply of water in \yhich the esker material \yas deposited, and 
chiefly the slope on which the esker lies. 'Where the slope is steep 
all of the fine material seems to have been washed out, where gentle 
only the finer material was transported (102). 

In the broad places, the "plains" of the esker courses, the cen
tral portion is of coarser material and more water \Yorn. The lateral 
portions are chiefly sand, in fact most of the sand and finest materials 
are located in the wide flat-topped portions of the esker. Clay in a 
fe\\' instances makes up the lateral portions, but in most cases it is 
apparent that the water possessed sufficient current to carry out the 
very fine material s. Coarser materials are also apt to be near the 
top and the finer near the bottom in these broad areas. 

Reticulated ridges show little change in composition throughout 
their length, on a whole their materials are coarser and not so well 
rounded as in the single ridges. The material becomes finer where 
the ridges grow broader and where they finally become coalescent 

in a rolling plain (99). 
The gravel and sand, the materials of the esker, do not spread 

out laterally over the adjacent lo\yland, but are strictl y confined to 

the ridge itself. 
Sonrce of materials. The materials composing eskers are 

largely local in origin, that is, they have been derived for the most 
part from formations immediately beyond the point of origin of the 
esker in the direction from which the ice came. The n~aterial has 
been transported somewhat farther than the till adjacent to the esker, 
but st ill it is largely local in origin. Hershey states that in the case 
of the eskers he studied 90 per cent. of the materials have come from 
less than 60 miles from the eskers tllemselves (48). The larger 
material, such as boulders, is more apt to be far-traveled than the 
smaller, yet a large proportion of these has been transported only a 
short distance from the place of origin. It is safe to say that in 
many eskers 90 per cent. of the materials have come from within a 
fe\\' miles to the north of the esker in question, in a majority of 
eskers 75 per cent. or more of the material is of similar loca! 

deri \·at ion . 
StratificatioJl. The materials of eskers ,. being water-lain, are 

stratified almost without except ion. This st ratification is rude. 
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chaot ic, \\·ith cross-bedding C0111mon, the cross-bedding planes 
cli pping toward the side or toward the lee end of the esker. The 
beds may dip fr0111 5° to 60° or more. 

There is a tendency to\\'ard an anticlinal arched arrangement of 
Ihe beds, a feature exhibited in most eskers to a notable degree \yhen 
viewed in cross-section. The layers may be curved, t\yisted, or di~
torted markedly. The beds not only tend to dip out\yard from the 
cen ter toward the sides, giving the anticlinal appea rance. but they 
are also inclined in the direction of the trend of the esker, they dip 
away f rom the point of origin toward the place of termination o f the 
ri dge or segment . A single bed may be of fine material , adjacent 
beds of very coarse material, and vice versa. The larger materials 
lIl ay show an imbricated arrangement observable often among the 
stones and coarse sh ingle of streams and ri vcrs. 

One part of a ridge may show good stratificati on, another part 
poor, obscure stratification . . \ few eskers exhibit no stratifica tion, 
they have a "pell-mell" structure, as it has been described, a confused 
arrangement of materials all of \yh ich are rounded. .'\11 esker may 
exhibit st ratification in one part of its course, and a "pell-me1l" 
st ructure in another part. "Pell-mell" structure is characteri stic of 
those eskers especially that are more irregular and hummocky in 
external form. 

In the broad "plains" characteri stic of many esker courses the 
strata are nearly horizontal, or gently dipping toward the southern 
termination of the esker. 

Slopes. The lateral slopes of eskers are as steep as the mate
rial s will li e, being the angle of rest for the material of which the 
esker is composed. This slope vari es fro111 25° to 35 ° fr0111 the hori
zontal. In cross-section the narrow crest and steep slopes giye the 
appearance of all isosceles triangle, with the cross-sections in any 
sect ion of a ridge tending to uni form ity. The steepness of the slope 
is an indication of the character of the esker material. the steeper 
slopes indicating coarser material. O ften ,,·here the high knolL:;. 
characteristic of many esker crests, appea r. the declivity is ve ry pro
nounced, and \Yhere th e cols appear the angle of slope is some\Yha~ 

less. Sometimes the slopes of both the cols and the knolls remaill 
the same. the width of the base changing so as to maintain the l1 sl1al 
degree of slope. 
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T he ends of esker ridges and of the individual segments are, 
like the sieles, as steep as the materials \\"ill lie. In fe\\" cases do the 
end~ tend to trail out \\"ith a gentle slope anel blend ,,·ith the groun r\ 

morai ne. 
S lIrfncl' c//(/rnctl'rs. Many eskers preserve a uniform crest line 

throughout their whole length or a greater part of their length. This 
is in many instances remarkably level , 'similar to a railroad gracle. 
hO,,'eyer such long stretches are in truth slightly curved . !\gain the 
crest may be very uneven, thrO\\"n into a series of alternating knobs 
and depressions . This type of crest may characterize the ent ire 
cour;;e of the esker. Again eskers may have a uni form crest for 
pan of their length. and an uneven crest characteristic of the remain
ing part. Also the two types may alternate throughout the esker 
course, each type persisting for some little di stance. Knobs abov~ 
the crest are particularly apt to occur at termini and at ridge inter
sections (88). The knobs vary in height from 3 or 4 feet to 10 or 
20 feet and rarely may be 50 feet above the general level of the crest. 
They may be so high ann pronounced that the esker resembles a 
se ri es of kames more or less connected. \ Vhere they occur the esker 

ridge tends to broaden. 
The materials on the surface are of the same nature as the 

materials of the esker-sand and gravel, with gravel 1110re cOlllmon 
by far. \\'hile 1110st eskers haye no t ill on thei r surfaces. yet its 
occurrence on a part of the surface or over the "'hole surface of a 
number of eskers has been noted. Scheffel describes eskers mantled 
\yith till to the depth of 5 or 6 feet (88 ) , and Leverett describes a 
number of eskers from the interi or \"ith till present upon their sur

faces (62,63 ). 
Boulder's \"ith a diamete r 0 f several feet may be present upon 

the surfaces of eskers, their occurrence here ho,,'ever is not CO\1l
mon o They may be sparingly 'di stributed over the surface. they may 
be confined to certain restricted areas, again they may cover the sur

faces of certait1 eskers quite profusely (117). 
River silt may bury eskers that lie in valleys . as is the case with 

the se ri es o f eskers of the Connecticut valley. They may be buried 
by outwash can:ied out by streams from the front of the receding 
ice edge (28) . Along the coast of :-Iaine marine sediments COyer 
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the surfaces of eskers (99 ) . G pham has described eskers in K e\\' 
H ampshire covered " 'ith alluvium ( 115 ). Valley terraces and delta 
materials may bury them also (21) . 

T ill. as well as large boulders, is very rare over the surfaces of 
the broad places, the "plain s", of esker courses. 

R elntio ll to the Tock slIrfacl' bl'lIl'atlz. The relation of the esker 
to the surface upon which it rests is an unknown quantity in most 
cases, the lack of knowledge being due to the paucity of section s that 
1 eveal the bases of the eskers. " 'here examination is possible it has 
been fO llnel that in the case of a large number of eskers the gravels 
either penet rate to the bed rock beneath, or below the surface of the 
ti ll on either hancl. However. a number of eskers rest on the till 
directly \\'ith little or no evidence of erosion of the till beneath. 
Ceikie states that eskers rest often on boulder clay, but more often 
perhaps on solid rock (40) . Leverett has mentioned a number of 
examples of till eros ion beneath eskers in the glaciated portion of 
the interior (62, 63). 

TnlE Of FOR~rATJON , 

It is universally conceded that eskers were formed during the 
\\'an ing stage of the continental ice mass. It is probable that the 
eskers \\'ere fo rmed for the most part after the formation of the 
drumlins. 

CO llditio ll of the ice at the tilll e of esker forlllntion, The ice at 
the time of esker formation ,,'as thin, having a thickness of but 300 
feet or even less (99), High hill s, ridges and divides probably pro
jected above the ice as nunataks. ~Iovement was slight or lackin g
al together, surface ablation was rapid with the consequent formati on 
of conside rable volumes of water (45, 46), a "general recession 0 f 8. 

nearly stagnant sheet of ice" was tak ing place (61). 

RATE OF GROWTIl. 

I t is generally admitted that the rate of esker g rowth was rapid . 
yery rapid. The streams in \"hich the eskers were formed whik 
torrential in character deposited the gravels and sands rapidly. Th~ 

characte r of the stratifi cation, the cross-bedding and irregular bed
ding, the rapid changes in dip and steep dips, all point to condition , 
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of rapid sedimentation. The "open \\'ork" gravels. the coarse angu
lar material s near the point of origin, point to rapid gro\\·th. F urther 
the nature of the deposits indicate a more rapid fl ow of \yater in 
some parts than in other parts of the st ream 's course. 

THEORIES OF ORlCIl\" . 

T he manner of forniation of eskers has long been a matter of 
di spute. That streams associated with the melting glacial ice \\'er(~ 
responsible for the origin of the typical esker is beyond question , but 
just what that associat ion was has becn the "bone of contention." 
T here have been two opposing ideas advanced, one maintains that 
eskers originated in streams beneath the ice. the subglacial view. 
the other idea maintains that eskers ,,"ere deposited in streams on 
the surface of the ice, the superglacial vi e,,' . Students of glacial 
geology haye been advocates of the one or the O~ler idea. R ecently 
there has been another vie\\' advanced that has gained a fe\\' adher
ents. Thi s holds that eskers were made at the edge of the ice or in 
reentran ts back from the edge. Again some have ente rtained the 
idea of esker formation in ice-walled . ea rth-bottomed canyons open 
to the sky. Further, some eskers haye undoubtedly been form ed in 
\yays in \yhich the active agency of \yater has been lacking. '1'h(: 
large question hinges upon what \yas the predominant method. Thest: 

vari ous theories will next be considered. 
Subglacial Hypo thesis. Statc1JIcnt. This vie\\·. advanced at all 

earl y date, and follo 'wed to-day by the majol-ity of glacialist s, at .. 
tempts to explain the origin of eskers by the acti vity of subglac ial 
streams. These streams flowed in tunnels beneath the ice mas.';. 
The water was under considerable pressure or "head." due to the 
crowding of the ice, if it possessed movement. aga inst the strea11l. 
and due to the height of the t ributary waters of the stream at their 
point of origin on top of the rapidly melting ice miles back from th!' 
place of deposit ion of the esker ridge. T he water. deri ved hy sur
face ablation, flo\ycd along the glacier surface until it plunged into a 
creyasse or moulin where its course became englacial fo r a di stance 
or subglaci al. T hese subglacial waters, closely pent, f o]]o"'c<1 a 
crevasse or a series of crevasses , or some other line of least resisr
ance. The course once establi shed \yas maintained, even it thc icc 
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possessed some movement. and the tunnel g radually enlarged by the 
melting of the icc adjacent to the stream and by mechanical erosion, 
Tributary tunnels \yere developed and maintained in the same ,,-a), 
as the main course. The subglacial streams issued from beneath 
the ice into ponded glacial watel-s, in some cases as along the 
l'\ew E ngland coast ; beneath marine waters. or onto surfaces 
sloping away from the ice front. In any case there resulted 
decrease in velocity at the edge of the ice, through loss at 
"head ," and con sequent depos ition from the ,,'aters heavily 
charged ,,·ith debris . This clogged the mouth of the tunnel 
and caused th e water to flow at a higher level in the tunnel, eroding 
and melting the upper surface of the tunnel. As the tunnel got 
larger and the mouth more and more clogged \yith debris the main 
current of the subglacial stream would vary in position and in load 
leading to aggradation . At first the deposition \\'ould be only local, 
here and there in the channel, but as the tunnel enlarged the deposi
tion would be more frequent to a perfect or nearly perfect r idge 
development. By reason of the velocity the coarser materials would 
be left, the finer carried out into the deltas , outwash plains, kames, 
etc., that were forming at the edge of the ice. Subglacial streams 
issuing into standing water would have had their velocities checked 
some distance back from the edge of the ice without regard to ag
gradation at the mouth of the tunnels, thus leading to deposition in 
the tunnels. 

The supply of debri s \yas obtained from the surface, fro :11 
englacial material, from the basal portion of the ice heavily laden 
with material , from tributaries, from the flo\\' of the ice in case it 
possessed movement, by the erosion of any till in the upper reaches 
of the stream's course and in the t ributary courses that already had 
been deposited beneath the ice. 

T hese subglaci al st reams \yere for the most part short lived. 
They main tained their courses fo r bl-ief periods only. They may 
have been di ve rted in part or "'holly by the closing of the tunnC'1 
through ice movement, by the collapse of the tunnel, by the openin~ 
of an easier passage for the escape of the \yaters, possibly by finding 
exit to the surface or to an englacial posit ion , and flo\ying there fo r 
some di stance before plunging into another creyasse. 
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Some subglacial streams may have formed no deposits in their 
channels before divcrsion of thcir waters, in some cases apparently 
a low ridge or only a partially completed ridg~ was formed, again a 
ridgc fully developed may have been formed before the ,,'aters wcre 
diverted. Such a ridge by clogging the channel and making great 
"head" necessary to continue the fl ow may have led to the diversion 
of the waters . _ \ ga in the strcam may have maintained its course along 
the crest o f the esker unt il the tunnel became roofless , and cvell 
subsequently if the front of the ice \\'as bath ed in waters. the pres
ence of which caused the tributary stream to fl o\\' sluggishly , tl1t1~ 

prevcnting erosion of the r idge. ' Vi th the recess ion o f the front of 
t he ice the ridge became a subaqueous embankment. T hi s may have 
been covered by delta deposits or by a sand plain built into the glacial 
lake as in the case of the ,\ uburndale esker. :'lass. (28) . It is c\-i
dent that if the icc possessed vigorous movement tunnels could not 
ex ist , or if it ,,-as very thick tun nels \vould be closcd by its \veight. 

E skers \\'cre doubtlessly fo rmed near the ice edge. \\' ithin a few 
milcs at 111 0s t o f the receding ice front. T he most fa vo rabl e posit ion 
for esker development \vas under the stagnant front of the glacie r. or 
beneath a detached ice block, condi tion s that were common along the 
front of th e r eceding ice sheets. "Doubtless also esker developmcnt 
\vas fa\'ored along the margin of vallcy g laciers. or glac icr lobe" . 
\VhCll the ice \vas thin , the motion slight and the volume of \vate r 
grcat. .It is fr om such places that glacier tor rents issue from li\" ill~ 

glaciers. and doubtless eskers arc fo rming in some of the111 . as . fur 
exampl e, in 1\ las]..: a , whcre small eskcrs are found on ground from 
wh ich the glacicrs have receded within a centllrY" ( lOj ). 

Such wcre the conditi on s under which typical cskers \\' lT~ 

fo rmcd according to the subgl acial view . In the argument that fol
lows the attempt is made to explain the peculia rit ies exhibited by 
eskers in terms of this hypothesis. Following this a rgument there i,; 
a li st of all the objections that have been raised against thi s 111a1111 '~ r 

of esker origin. :'10st of these objcctions will be found to ha\'e becn 
adequately answered in the argument. 

Argl/11Ifilt . The length of many esker systems has been urged 
as an object ion to the sl1bglacial hypothesis, it being mainta ined that 
correspondingly long tun nels could not exist beneath a ma ss of 1110\'
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ing glacial ice. However. in the case of the longest esker s, eskers 
100 miles or more in length. no part of the esker ridge was form ed 
until the ice front had receded to within a few miles of that part , in 
most cases 2 or 3 miles at most, the part already fo rmed extendin g
beyond the ice edge to it s lee\vard termination. In the case 0 f 
:' egmentation. characteri stic of practically all eskers of any length, 
the ice Illay have stood at or near the cnd of each segment as it was 

forming, see F ig. 1. 
.c\s already indicated patches of gravel and sand a re ve ry char

3cterist ic o f intervals bet\\' ee l1 scgments. and \\'e rc carried out by thc 
subglacial stream in which the segments \vere forming beyond the 

edge o f the ice and spread out. 
T hus an esker 100 miles long doesn 't mean that depositi on was 

going on in a subglacial channel beneath the ice for 100 mi les back 
irol11 the ice edge, but instead it means that conditions were favor
able for fairly conti nuous deposit ion near the edge of the ice whi le 
,he ice front was receding for a distance of 100 mi les. 

Esker s are especially apt to be d~vel oped in rough, hill y, rugg('(l 
regions . such as Main e, for here the ice would be crevassed affo rd
:ng initial passage ways fo r the subglacial \\·aters. Herc also the 
ice flo\\' "'ould be likely to cease sooner while the ice \vas still thi ck, 
,he melting of whi ch \vould affo rd a large body of \vate r to hc con
;rilmted to thc subglacial streams and its thi ckness fu rni sh the 
"cquisite "hcad" fo r such streams. O n peneplain tracts crevassc'i 
might dcvelop as a r esult of tension thus giving opportunity of exit 
ior subglac ial wate rs. !-{o\\'c \, er thi s point is not of prime import
ance. since the pent-up subglacial waters must fmc! ex it , crevasses or 

no crevasses. 
That till ben eath the ic(' \vas eroded by subglacial wate rs has 

Leen repcatcdly observcd. l-lershey has descri bed the eros ion of t ill 
and water lai d dri ft with in a ~ho rt distance of a glacial lake, \\'here 
,he erosion 1ll ust have taken place beneath the ice (48) . Lack of 
t"\'ic!ence of erosion of ti ll between esker segments and back o f the 
puint of origin o f the csker by the subglacial wate rs may be expectcd, 
ior :,;ubsequent depositi on of t ill wotlld tend to obl iterate all stich 
evidence. T he abovc obser\"Cr descri bes thc erosion o f rock ridges. 
more or less broken by the icc probably. that existed just beh ind the 
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Fig. 1. Relation of th e segments of an esker system to th e ice fr ont at the 
time of their formati on. 1, II , III indicate successive positions of the ice 
front, the segment just north be in g fo rmed when the ice fron t was sta tion
ary in each o ne of these positions. 
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gro\\"ing eskers which are composed largely of their fragments. 
The streams must have been subglacial to get at these ridges, and 
furthe r , materials from the neighboring hills are absent from the 
eskers showing that the esker streams did not have access to those 
hills and did not get possession of drift they may have contributed 
to the englacial and surface portions of the ice. This hypothesis 
also accounts for the occurrence of eskers in troughs, so frequently 
noted by L everett. These troughs were eroded by the same sub
glacial streams in which the esker ridges were deposited. 

T ributaries to eskers are rare, for if the ice possessed move
ment it would obliterate such features inasn1l1ch as they \\"ould be 
for the most part transverse to the direction of ice fl ow. 

Double ridges may be accounted for by the formation of a 
broad arch which, unable to support itself , bent downward dividing 
the tunnel into two parts in each of which deposition took place, or 
locally a deposit was formed in a superglacial or englacial channel 
\yhich, protecting the ice beneath from melting, slid down both sides 
of the resulting ridge. 

_\ ccordant levels of delta and feed ing esker a re significant. 
Eskers are never greater in height , and rarely of less altitude than 
the delta to which they are tributary. This is to be expected under 
this hypothesis for aggradation would cease in the subglacial tunnel 
when the upper level of the material clogging its mouth was attained, 
the upper level of the delta (27, 28). 

Gaps in esker courses may be accounted for by subsequent 
erosion, by glacial erosion of the once continuous ridge, by lack of 
deposition resulting from lack of confinement of the subglacial 
stream to a definite channel where the gap occurs, by an ice-block 
{ail ing into channel with depositi on behind and in front of it, but the 
\\"ate r possessing too great velocity in passing around it or not 
defini tely confined to channels resulting in no deposit ion. Stone 
suggests that the ratio of the volume of \yate r and the size of the 
tunnel varies in such a way that deposition takes place where the 
~tream is small and the tunn el large and the velocity is therefore low , 
and that deposit ion fails \\·here the rati o is reversed and the velocity 
high (98) . 

The fact that the st ream \\"as under high pressure accounts for 
esker courses across divides, ac ross vall eys, over rough topography, 
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etc. , as shO\\'n in the courses o f eXlst11lg eskers. T he absence (, .. 
poor development of eskers on di vides and on steep downslope, j, 

due to the greater .-eloci ty of the subglac ial streams in those situ.
tions. Yet velocity on dO\\,l1slopes \\'as not excessive, we have ht "" 
to deal with somethi ng analogous to a tube of fl o\\· . H ence ',,01'.' 

deposit ion may have takel1 place on do\\'nslopes, the \\'ater not po:,
se~sing sufficient velocity to carry the heavier material and exc(:, 
sive load to the f ront of the ice. F urther, streams with sharp•.:
gradient clidl10t develoJl the highest esker ridges. T he low ridge ,; ;" 
\\'ell as the ridges having low. lateral slopes have the highe r graClitT. 
as a rnlc (7) . O n long gentle slopes and across plain s the esker.; 
have their strongest development. 

Courses transve rse to the direct ion of ice 111ove111ent may k 
accounted for by the fo rmation of eskers after ice movement hac' 
ceased , or by assuming a change in th e direct ion of ice flo\\' near th· 
closing stage of the ice epoch , the 111o\'ement being in the genera! 
direct ion of the esker trend and not being r ecorded on the ti ll coatt.' 
surface beneath the ice. or by the stream maintaining its cour~< 

against the ice flo\\', T his theory accounts for the tendency of ti l' 
esker ridge to bend in the direction of ice 1110vement as when cro~,
ing a valley in which the 111ot ion of the ice \\'a s obvio usly dO\\'11 th 
valley axi s (7) , 

t1Eskers are also strongly developed beyond localit ies where 
ice had crossed eas ily eroded rocks, thus getting a large basal 10;," 

to be contributed to the subglaci al waters. 
T hi s method of orig-in accounts for the character of the 5trati

fi e-ation. its chaotic arrangement of layers, it s cross-bedding. 11 
tendency to dip toward th e terminus of the eske rs, th e anti (' lin;' 
st ructu re due to sliding and slipping of the beels as the restrain ip. 
ice wall s on either hand were removed. " Pell-mell" structure 111a 
be explained by the excessive slipping and irregular sli ding of 11 
material s coming to rest . by ice push subsequent to the fo rm<l ti('1 
of the esker ( 102), or by coll apse of the subglacial tunnel in \\-h ie1 

the esker r idge was deposited (40 ) . \ -ariation s in supply of \\'atc;' 
fro m day to day, and from season to season \\'ould account for 111al~:. 
modifications in bedding (-to ) . 

T hi s theory also accoun ts satisfactori ly fo r the cha racter oi tIt" 
materials , their subangula ri ty nea r the or igin of many esker:; \\-hell 
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they had been transported but a short distance. thei r rotundi ty in 
the lower par t of esker conrses, the rounding of la rge boulders, 2 to 
4 feet in diameter . indicat ing rapid, violen t flo\\' under great "head" 
of a st ream act ing upon subangular glacial materi als . T he presence 
of large bould ers in the gravels may be explained as being de ri vecl 
from the basal ice, in \\'h ich they were occluded, either by lateral 
melting revealing the boulders, or by being crowded in by ice push 
or by overri ding ice. possibl y some fell f rom the roof as th e level o f 
the stream rose in the growing subglacial channel. Large boulders 
on esker surfaces may be accountecl fo r in these several \\'ays, T he 
presence of till on the surface and di stributed through the esker 
mass may likewise be explained. 

The absence of ti ll f ro111 the surface of lllany eskers may be 
accounted for by subsequent erosion . especiall y dnring the t ime just 
follo\l'ing ice r et reat \\'hen the surfaces of the easily eroded mate
ri als \vere unp rotected by yegetat ion or other covering , or by the 
subglacial tunnel becoming roofl ess by snrface ablati on before the 
esker- forming st ream was diverted , or by the esker becoming so 
high that it rose above or nearly above the upper li111 it of the zone 
of till in the basal part of the ice. Subsequent sli ding may hav~ 
concealed till present upon the fr esh esker surface. .\Iso the surface 
of the ice may have been kept f ree o f debris by its \\'ashing toward 
the ice edge or into moulins continuously till the ice surface \yas 
lowered to the top of the esker leaving litt le to be deposited on it 
from tbe ice surface, l\bsence of out\yash on surface may be ac
counted fo r in similar \\'ays: Removal by subsequent erosion, never 
deposited i f subglacial stream flowed along crest of esker cl eposit t ill 
the channel was open to the sky, or if th e st ream was di ve rted afte r 
the esker forma tion, outwash \\'ould not have been likely to have been 
carried out onto the esker surface, at the edge of the ice. 

The knoll s characteri stic of the crests of eskers may he ex
pl ained by local en largements in the roof of the tunn el in which 
deposition took place, or by superglacial material fa lling th rough 
holes in the ice onto the partially un covered ri dge, or by being added 
by sl1perglacial or englacia l st reams cascading clownward fro 111 the 
surface . . \lso they may be explained by irregulariti es in the surface 
Oi1 \\'hich the esker rests, or by ir regul ar sliding of the esker material 

,," 
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they had been transported but a short distance. thei r rotundi ty in 
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,," 
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on removal of the ice ",alls, or by subsequent erosion, or by melting 
out of occluded ice masses in the esker gravels, or by slight difference 
in the velocity of the subglacial stream leading to difference in the 
amount of deposition. vVoodworth has advanced another explana
tion to account for irregularities in the crest (122). He 'says, "i f in 
a channel at the base of a stagnant and disappearing ice sheet, 
detritus be laid dO\\'ll with a constructional surface relatively even, 
but with a width varying within short di stances, so that at one point 
the \\'idth is less than the thickness, and at another point greater than 
the thickness of the deposit, the ultimate crest line of the deposit, 
,,·hen the ice melts a\\'ay, will vary. The caving of the sides will 
produce slopes whose intersection will take place above the construc
tional surface when the deposit is wider than it is high in the ratio 
of one to one and one-half (about). \ iVhen this ratio or a: greater 
one obtains, the constructional surface along its median line will not 
be lowered. When the thickness is equal to or exceeds the wiclt~1 

of the deposit, then the slopes ,,·ill intersect below the constructional 
surface and bring do\\,!1 the crestline beneath the original surfaci~ . 

\'\There this readjustment has taken place, it follows that an esker 
channel was originally narrow where the eskel- is now low. and wide 
",here the esker is high. This gravitative arrangement of the crest
line would not be produced in deposits whose thickness did not equal 
or exceed the width of the channel. The application of this prin
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Diagrams illustratin g one method by means of which an uneven crestline 
ongmates . Where the constructional width is greater than the thickness 
(Figure 2) , the readjustment upon the meltipg of the ice will not result iu 
the lowering of the crest; when the w idth is less than th e thickness (Fig
ure 3 ) the readjustment will bring clown the crestline beneath th e original 
surface (After Woodworth). 
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cipal to variations of the crest-line is made possible by the uniform 
limitation of eskers to a cross-section \\'ithin the range of this 
action ." See figures 2 and 3. \iVoodworth also has stated that 
maxima changes in the width of the channel occur at points of 
maxima change in direction . 

" In these figures .ABeD represents the assumed cross-section 
of the gravels and sands deposited in a tunnel of varying width 
before the ice has melted f rom the sides. EFG represents the cross
sect ion after th e sides of the original deposit have slidden down. 
In Fig. 2 F is above the constructional height, and the crest line is 
there unchanged; in Fig. 3, F is below the constructional height 
and the crest is lo\\'erecl." After \iVoodworth. 

Inasmuch as an ice arch more than 200 feet wide cannot sup
port itself, wide places, so-called "plains," in eskers may be cited as 
in objection to thi s hypothesis. They may be explained variously: 
(1) The ice arch bent dow!1,,'ard in the center and rested upon the 
surface of the accumulated deposit, however, the evidence of this 
in existing eskers has rarely been noted; (2) in such places in th~ 
subglacial stream courses the tunnel may have become roofless and 
the ice melted back to afford the required width, there being first the 
narrow ridge, and as the channel \\'idened this central ridge \\'as more 
or· less spread out and finer material characteristic of these broad 
areas was brought in; (3) they may have been formed at the edge 
of the ice beyond the subglacial tunnel; (4) they may represent pool., 
in the ice at the bottom of large moulins (99) ; (5) or possibly the 
ice floated on slack water above the deposit . 

This theory accounts for the lateral projections from the sides 
of eskers. "These irregularities probably mark the entrance to the 
major line of small tributary stream s, or as an alternative, the op
posite condition, leakage from the major lines" (88). They may also 
represent alcoves in the ice bordering the stream (99). 

Reticulated ridges may also be explained under this hypothesis. 
T hey may be considered as distinct ridges formed in branching, 
interlacing subglacial tunnels. Rapid melting of the ice yielded an 
excess of water heavily charged with sediment, especially in regions 
of easily eroded rocks, which choked the subglacial channels faster 
than the wate r could erode them, this and the excess of \Yater formed 
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many new channels, particularly on long gentle slopes where this 
type is apt to occur. "In this way large numbers of narrow chan
nels \yere fo rllled, connected at f requent inten-a ls "' ith one anothe r 
by transverse channels" , (Stone) , They may represent ridges 
form ed where streams debouched in to open standing \\'ater from the 
ice front ( 97) , Here they would be comparabl e to the di st r ibu
tari es of modern deltas, enclosing basins. ket tles , etc, Lacustrin(~ 

delta s formed in glacial lakes have been observed to be more or less 
re ticulated to,,'ard their land \\'arcl extremity , T hi s fea ture Illay al so 
have been fo rmed as a lacustrine delta in a local en largement of n 
suhglacial stream , poss ibly roofl ess, Every stream flo\ying in to the 
lake wou ld build its lateral ridges, kettles \\'ould be enclosed by these 
gro\y ing riclges, and ice block inclusion \yould form others, On the 
north side of divides uncovered by ice abl at ion lakes might form and 
its numerous more or less connected subglaci al t ributaries nonhwa1'l1 
gi ve ri se to re ti cul ated ridges, . \s a result of cloggeel subglacial 
channels, th e ,,'ater might become superglacial and the resultinrr 
superglacial deposit s become a jumble of ridges . cones and hollows 
on the melting of th e ice beneath , these ,,'ould const itute a narro", 
a rea of reticulat ion, They a lso may have been fo rmed in an exces
sively crevassed ice front not bathed in glacial lakc ,,'aters, Such 
crevasses might be produced by tension , 

Ice movement probably destroyed eskers, Their almost un i
versal absence from the glaci ated interior and fr0111 other glaciaterl 
regions, \y ith possibly here and there an isolated occurrence. except 
in espec ially favored localities such as :\Ia ine, may he explained not 
so much from lack of deposition in subglacial channel s, or absence 
of subglacial drain age, but by the fact that subsequent or persistent 
ice movement destroyed the majority of those already formed, Ice 
advance migh t destroy eskers already uncovered by ice retreat as 
,,'ell as those formed or partially form ed sti ll beneath the icc, Y igor
ous drainage at the ice front may al so have been a contributing factor 
in esker cl est ruction as soon as they \\'c re uncovered , Stone ex plaim 
the absence of glacial gravels near the coast of :\Iaine as a re sult of 
"a small acceleration in the ice flo\\' nea r the coast and limited en
largement of the subglacial tunnels oye r the area \\'hose basal ice was 
submerged in the sea"(99) , Eskers may have been dest royed as a 
result of subsequent erosion by the same st ream tha t built them, 
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Objectiolls , Yari otls objections have been urged against thi s 
hypothesis of esker origin , They a rc indicated below : 

( 1) The enormous thi ckness of the ice, measu red ill terms of 
hundreds, even thousands, of fcet \\'o uld not pennit of tunnels be
neath itself ( 111) , 

(2) S \\'i ft st reams do not deposit under ordinary conditions, 
much less deposit sand , gravel and boulders altogether (1 11 ), 

(3 ) Eskers and kames a re composed of the same materials, 
Kames a re deposited at the edge o f the ice "'here the issuing water ~ 

have lost the ir " head, " If this be true it is reasonabl e to suppose that 
eskers should be composed 0 f coarser m aterials than kames (1 11) , 

(-+) Eskers could ha rd ly escape dest ruction by the ice con
stantly m oving O\'er them, especially those 50 to 100 miles long ex
tending fa r back fro m the ice border ( 11 1), 

( j) Thi s theory does not adequately explain the discont inui ty 
of eske rs, They cannot be due to, irregulal' glacial erosion of an 
originally contin uotls ridge fo r the ends of segments are deposi
tional rather than erosional. Further, breaks are common where 
the t rend of the r idge \\' as parallel to the direction o f ice movement 
and glacial erosion at a minimum therefore, A lso the absence Ot 
strat ified materials in the intervals, and the abruptness \yi th which 
the ridges pick up on either side of a break seem to militate against 
the idea that these d iscontinuiti es are due to lack of confi nement o f 
the stream to a defi nite channel ",here these breaks occur, It is 
urged that a stream so separated as not to be able to t ransport a load 
couldlla rdly build a ridge 100 feet high and o f proportionate breadth 
just beyond the point where the stream had had no definit e channel to 
\\' hi ch it had been confin ed , and fur ther ",hat \\'as the source of sup
ply of the materials if th e stream had not becn definitel y organ
ized as a t ransporting stream abon this r idge , If the suggestion by 
Stone (99) be \'al id the appearance of the esker ridge belo\\' the in
teryal must represent a sudden change in the characte r of the tunnel 
(from small to large) , an d that large tunnels carrying water of 10\\' 
velocity can exi3t beneath ice masses 100 miles back fro111 their 
terminals ( 111) , 

(6) Esker~ are not fo und betwccn the :\Ialaspina glacier an ct 
the shore aero;; ,; \\'hich the ice has rece11\ ly receded, although llt11ll 
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erous subglacial streams issue from the ice along its margin here and 
present conditions apparently favorable for esker formation (111, 
80,81 ). 

(7) E skers should sho\\" drift covered surfaces frequently, 
they do not however. 

(8 ) E skers trend in the direction of ice movement. There is 
no reason \I'hy stream s should flow in that direction, especially as 
topography is often adverse. Crevasses \\"ould not be in that direc
tion often (21, 111). 

(9) V\Thy did subglacial streams follow rough topography alHl 
parallel valleys both broad and deep? Al so the presence of eskers 
in a lateral position on the sides of valleys ,is inconsistent, the sub
glacial waters would tend to \york to,,'ard the axi s of the vall ey. 
r~t (10 ) Deposits should be swept away as fa st as formed ",hen 
-paratl<rtl to ice movement. 

(11) It is difficult to account for broad areas, "plains", be
cause requi site arch ,,"ould be too broad to support itself. A lso heat 
of water and erosion \\'ould be inadequate to form the broad chan
nels except late in ice epoch when there ,,"as no movement , and then 

' the whole channel ,,"ould be \\"orn to uniform \yidth. 
(12) It is difficult to account for knobs along the crest-line, 

The crest should be even, uniform, sloping up\\"ard from the ter
minal plain. 

(13) Branches can be accounted for only with difficulty, ThC'y 
would be erased by glacial movement. They often make oblique 
angles with the major ridge, they should make large angles, 

(14) Double and reticulated ridges are likewi se difficult to 
account for under thi s hypothesis. 

(15) As soon as the channel became partially fill ed \I,ith ;l 

deposit there \\"ould be a strong tendency for the ,,'aters to be drawlI 
off through a side crevasse, 

(16) E skers should be composed of coarse material and be 
stronger and more perfectly aggraded on up slopes, 

(17 ) ::'IIountain topography is apparently not fa vorable for th~ 
development of eskers. yet it is rough leading to extensive cre\'assing 
with opportunities for subglacial flow. On the other hand di ssected 
peneplain tracts are favorable ( 111 ). 

( 18) ::'Ifore frequent trenching of the g round moraine, and the 

more frequent occurrence of eskers in troughs in the ground morain e 

\\'ould be expected under this hypothes is, Stone found little evidence 

of subglaci al stream \\'ork except near the coast in hi s study of 

Maine e?kers ( 101 ) . 


( 19) III order to preserve th e esker the subglacial stream had 

to be diverted " ,hen the ridge ,,'as completed, How was it diverted, 

ane! \\'hy was tIo esker form ed in the new channel? Also erosion 

channels of such streams after their diversion are very rare (21), 


(20) The trend of the subglacial st ream demands ice control 

and a long life, its deposits demand a short and intensely active life. 

fo llo\\' ed by a sudden di sappearance from the scene of its labors 

(21) , The 1\\'0 ideas are incon sistent. 

(21) Deltas and outwash plains should show more tributary 
eskers than they do. They have not been ice removed, for ice con
tact slopes of the sand plains are intact, there is no evidence of di s
lurbance due to ice push. 

( 22) E skers sho~lld be \,\'ell- ~ tralifl.ed ~~ subglac:al, yet there is J 
found extr'el1lely chaotiC stratification \nth pell-mell' structure. 

( 23 ) Absence of an adequate supply of materi al since the ice 
sheet protected till already deposited f rom erosion except where the 
subglac ial tunnels \\'ere located constitutes an objection, All of the 
material IlIUSt come from subglac ial stream erosion of till, from 
debri s in the basa l portion of the ice and a little englacial and super
glacial material , thi s must form eskers llIiles in length and extensive 
outwash plain s, This source seems inadequate entirely, 

( 2-1- ) Cre\'asses are too fe\\' after cessation or near the time of 
cessati on of ice movement to afford new subglacial tunnels, and 
those already exi sting are too fe,,' to accommodate sudden flood s 
formed by melting during the ,,'ann SUllllll el- season. this excess of 
\rater llIust therefore pass off in superglacial streams, hence few 
eskers would be forllled subglacially, 

( 25 ) E skers should tend to sho,,' a more uni form cross-secti o~1 
than they do. for " ,ith a given thi ckn ess and weight of ice any en
largement o f tunnel \\'o\lld be precluded by creep of ice inward, 

( 26) Lnder thi s theory one \\'olIlcl expect to find more large 
bould ers on th e surfaces of eskers. 

http:ell-~tralifl.ed
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http:ell-~tralifl.ed
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( 27) Eskers should be located in large preglacial valleys. 111

stead they cross valleys r epeatedly. 
(28 ) Eskers pass along plain s where there is little chance for 

crevassing, zigzag across valleys without regard to the direction that 
crevasses (29 ) would naturally folio\\' . There is li ttle or no evidence 
of erosion of till back of the point of origin of the esker. 

Conel lfsion. :l\lost o f these obj ections ha\'e already' bee1l 
answered in the argument given above. Obj ections 5, 11 , 14 are th<: 
most vital and important , and apparently can be answered only in 
part as yet , or in a manner not thoroughly satisfactory. 

S lfperg iar iai hypothesis. T he supergbci al hypothesis o f the 
origin of eskers has been 1l10~t ably advanced by Crosby (21) . Stone 
\\'as an ea rl y exponent but later \I'as converted to the subglacial idea. 
Holst has already been menti oned ill connecti on \\'ith the early adyo
cacy of thi s theory of esker origin . The hypothesis has found few 

supporters in this country. 
S ialclllrn l , Crosby states " this explanation of eskers assun1l'S 

a stagnan t marginal zone o f the ice sheet at least 100 mil es in max i
mum width. practically free from cre\'asses, suffic iently \\'asted hy 
ablation to be 1110re or l e ~s abundantly covered by englacial drift 
\\' hich has become supergl aci al. with a general' southward slope. 
and toward the southern border at least . thin enough to refl ect in it~ 
surf ace contours, in some degree. the underl ying topography" (21) . 
Crevasses , i { present. \I'ould he sealed in the fin al stages of mon'
ment . or filled \\' ith debri s : it is signifi cant in this conn ection to note 
the rarity or lack of creva s~es in the Greenland glacier except ncar 
the margi n, \\ 'at er divides on the ice nmst be suffici ently far apart 
~o that the \\'ater suppl y may be great enol1gh to for l11 la rge r inrs. 
hence oyer hroad valleys and lowlands of the pre-ex:i,;ti ng topographY 
arc places fa\'o rable to the for mation of eskers ( 66). 

. \t the margin of the ice the superglacial st ream's ele\'at ion i~ 
cont rolled by the level of a glacia l lake , bank of ti ll. or detri tal COll" 

(21 ). The stream grade~ it,;elf \\' ith reference to thi s cont rol. It 
may have tributaries- in fact a ri ver system upon the surface o f the 
ice. comparable to a ri ve r sy,; te1l1 on a land surface. . \t first til: 
~treal11s of the system will po,; se ~~ ~u ch high veloci tie.<; that no mate
r ial will aCC\1mulate ill their channcl::; , but as grade approaches corn-
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sion will gradually cease . and aggradation wi ll take its place. building 
an esker ridge in the stream channel. T he st ream \\'ill derive its 
supply of debri s from subglacial or englacial dri ft that has become 
wperglacial by shearing, by the overriding of the sedentary ice cap 
that had accumulated previous to the invasion by the ice from the 
center of ice di spersion, the latter ca rrying upward its basa l load, 
by the upturning of laye rs. phenomena observed especially along the 
fro nt o f the Greenland glacie r, by surface ablati on reveali ng the 
englacial and basal materi al in the ice, and by erosion of 11t\11ataks 
projecting through the ice and of ledges projecting into the ice. 
'Cpham has thought that much c1ri ft has become englacial e\'en in a 
short di stance f rOI11 the poin t of origin on a relati vely fl at surf ace, 
Stone form erly entertained the idea that lll\1ch of the drift of the 
:\Iain e eskers was englacial in source. 

\\ 'ith the cessat ion of corrasion the esker channels may be SO, 
100 or more feet above the ground. The question no\\' arises as to 
how to get the esker dO\\'l1 on the ground without the dest ructi on 
of its ridge-l ike character . I t is necessary that the banks of the chan
ncl- the retaini ng ice wall s-be preserved if th e esker form is to be 
mai ntained, 1fence the . bottom of the channel must be lo\\'ered as 
rapid ly as surface ablation 10\\'er s the neighboring icc surface. Cor
rasion has ceased so recom"e nltlst be had to the melt ing of the icc 
at the bottom of the channel by t he sluggi sh waters of the st ream 
percolating clo\\'l1\\'ard through the poro\1s gravels. R ussell has 
describecl lakelets on the moraine-covered marginal zone of the 
:-[alaspina glacier, SO to 100 feet deep. rarely more than 100 feet in 
diamete r , with bottoms coY(:' rec1 with d ri ft con stantly augment ed hy 
the addit ion 0 r fresh ma teri al f rom top and sides. These lakelct, 
are deepened as fa st or faste r than thc surface o f the ice is melted , 
hy convection . the \\'<1r111er. den ser ( ncar 39 0 F . ) \\,ate rs of the sur
face sinking and percolating through the porous materials covering' 
the hottom displacing the colde r lighte r water. near the freezing 
point. at the bOtt0111, T hus the lake bottom is lo\\'erccl. and the \\'a1l3 
of icc undercut e\'en belo\\' the \\'ater s\\r£ace. In a simila r mann er 
the bottom of the esker chann el is Jowerecl by the melting of the ice 
as thc \\'a r1l1er surface \yater :; percolate thro\\gh the esker deposi t , 
and the r idge finally comes to res t upon the ground . Thi s is in bri ef 
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the mechanics of the process of esker formation according to the 
superglacial vie\\·. 

Argu111ent. The esker having come to rest upon the ground 
will show the normal disregard for topography, its course being that 
of the superglacial stream. 

Tributaries \\·ill be rare for aggradation \yill be confi ned to the 
main chann el for the most part by reason of the high gradient of 
tributary chann els. 

The general absence of eskers in mountain regions may be 
explain ed because of excessive creyassing of ice not permitting the 
extensive development of superglacial st reams (66) . Thus Bolst 
explains their absence in south Greenland (66). In regions of 
plains they are also apt to be absent because of the absence of large 
drainage basins (66). 

Knolls are explained by the dumping of material into the main 
superglacial valleys from hanging tributa ry valleys, by unevenness 
in the surface upon which the esker ridge is deposited, and by irreg
ulariti es induced by the gradual lowering of the esker deposit to the 
base of the ice due to the unequal melting of the ice beneath the 
esker. 

The widening of eskers toward their terminations is due to the 
11orma1 widening of the ice valley as it approaches a body of stan cling 
\yater in which its \yalls are bathed. \Yide places in the esker course, 
the "plains", a re clue to the development of \\·ide places in the supcr
glacial valley. 

In case the esker channel is drained before sub~idence is COI11

pleted, the debris so lef t will protect the ice beneath from melting 
and, becoming elevated on an ice ridge , will slide down both silks 
thus formi ng a double esker. 

T he trend of eskers is in general conformity \\'ith the direction 
of ice movements : the slope of the upper surface of the icc is in 
that direction so the esker st reams naturally flowed in that direction . 

Reticulated eskers represent delta-like branching in broa(1 
places in the superglacial channels. 01' a broad deposit spl it up into a 
network of ridges while being let dom1 upon the g round. 

The esker deposits may protect yast boclies of ice beneath from 
melting af ter being aggregated into ridges by the superglacial 
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st reams. From the ice ridges so formed material may slide down 
irregularly to form kames. 

This manner of formation would explain the general absence ot 
till from esker surfaces. Large boulders on esker surfaces and 
\\' ithin the gravels may have been floated in on icebergs, may have 
fallen from the steep ice walls at the side of the deposit , or may 
have been incorporated in the base of the gravels from the basal ice 
as the deposit was slowly being let down to the ground. 

The chaotic stratification , evidences of sliding, and "pell mell" 
structure are explained by the irregularities induced in getting the 
ridges down upon the ground. 

Segmentation is due to the occurrence of rapids in the super
glacial stream with consequent lack of deposition, or to distribution 
of that portion of the ridge in being let down upon the ground. 

This method of origin also accounts for eskers resting directly 
upon the till, and the absence of till erosion beneath the esker and 
back of the point of origin of the esker. 

Objations. ( 1) Insuperable difficulties stand in the way of 
gett ing the ridge down on the ground according to the method 
postulated . Porosity of ice would drain off the water from the 
sluggish stream's course before the esker deposit could be let do\\'n 
on the ground. Russell's observations on the lakelets of the ~Ialas

]lina glacier show that they are frequently drained even on stagnant 
icc, their deposits becoming cones due to the protection afforded to 
the ice beneath from melting. There is no instance recorded of the 
material on the bottom of these lakes getting down to the ground 
by thi s process. 

(2) Eskers occur that are 100 mil es long or more, it is doubt
ful if that expanse of glacial ice can exist without crevasses whi ch 
\,"ould li111i t length of esker ridges. T he exten sive crevassing of the 
margin of the Greenland glacier in the zone of esker formation 
rein fo rces this point. Further streams of the length required here 
\\'ould be apt to have their upper courses in the region of neve and 
1I0t on debris covered ice. T hese long eskers probably could not be 
form ed close to the ice margin during its retreat for the rapidly 
melting ice would not permit of the st ream com ing to grade, a con
di tion essent ial for aggradation. 
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(3) Glacial debris is almost entirely confined to the base of 
the ice. Little of it is englacial or superglacial. By far the greater 
amount of material is located within SO feet of the base of the ice 
(9). This would leave little accessible to superglacial streams. 

(4) Existing glaciers show that the drainage o·f ice sheets i" 
almost entirely subglacial, streams flow but a short distance on the 
surface before they plunge into a crevasse or moulin. The presence 
of pot holes in glaciated regions shows that moulins were as char
acteristic of former ice sheets as present ones. 

(5) The rapidity of currents of superglacial streams and the 
smoothness of their channels are directly opposed to the lodgment of 
materials in them. 

(6) The materials of esk~rs are essentially local in character. 
Davis has shown that the materials of the Newtonville and Auburn
dale eskers have only come from two to four miles to the 110rth
'ward (27). To oppose this fact it has been suggested that th~ 
upturning of the layers of ice as noted in Greenland would bring up 
basal materials within a short distance of their source, however, 
this upturning of ice layers is merely a terminal phenomena and 
cannot find application here. Further this material would have to 
ri se to a height of SO to 100 feet in the case of high eskers, too great 
a ri se especially on level ground. If the ice moved over a sedentary 
ice cap some of the surface debris at the time of esker formation 
must have been far traveled material, yet even the large boulders ot 
eskers are local in origin for the most part. 

(7) If eskers are let down from a superglacial position acros!> 
divides they should show evidences of stretching-relation of chord 
to the arc- however they do not exhibit evidences of stretching in 
these situations but exhibit uniform preservation throughout the 
length of the segment (122). 

(8) Ice is so easily eroded that deposits would not be re
strained to definite narrow channels, especi.ally after the stream har! 
become graded, hence narrow ridges could not be formed with char
acteri stic uni form cross-sections. 

(9 ) Ponds and s\\·amps bordering esker courses point to ice 
block inclusion and show that the ice lingered there longest. If the 
esker ridges were superglacial they would tend to slide off the sur
faces of these blocks to either side. 
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(10) Numerous large boulders on esker surfaces and in the 
upper part of esker ridges are difficult to explain under this hypo
thesis (125). 

( 11) Eskers are often observed to lie in shallow troughs 
excavated in the till apparently by the same streams in which the 
eskers were formed (61, 62). 

(12) Chadwick has noted several eskers in the vicinity of 
Ogdensburg, N. Y. If these eskers are superglacial in origin it is 
difficult to see how they were preserved with.the vigorous waves and 
currents of the glacial lake Iroquois laving the ice edge, and the 
waters advancing into the superglacial channels with the recession 
of the ice front. In his study of the glacial features in the Thousand 
Islands district Professor Fairchild has reinforced this argument 
(34A ; 34B. p. 149). 

(13) Eskers exhibit a tendency to pass through gaps in cross
ing divides, a feature not easily accounted for under this hypothesis, 
since they should show little relation to these smaller features of the 
underlying topography. 

( 14) If eskers are superglacial in origin they are not likely 
to exhibit accordant relations with delta and outwash surfaces, as 
they usually do. 

(1 5) No large lakes are known to form on ice sheets, com
parable to such lakes as those in which esker "plains" are supposed 
to have been formed. 

(16 ) This theory of esker origin is inconsistent with the 
"open work" structure observed so commonly in esker gravels (27 ) , 
for where the stream became graded and the current sluggish the 
spaces within the gravels would have been filled by the slowly 
percolating waters. 

( 17) If eskers had been let down from a superglacial position 
to their present attitude, the bedding \\"ould have been much more 
greatly di sturbed than the present sections indicate (27). 

(18) Also if eskers had been let down from a superglacial 
position the material should slip out\\"ard more or less, the down
throw should always be toward the margin s. E skers exhibit di s
placements with down throw toward the crest line, as well as di sloca
tions with c1ownthrow in the opposite direction . 
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( 19 ) Amount of material on the ;'Ialaspina glacier cannot be 
taken as an index of the surface conditions of continental glaciers, 
for much of the superglacial material of the ;'Ialaspina is due to 
avalanching. 

(20) Not enough debris would be brought in after the super
glacial st ream had reached the graded condition necessary to deposi
tion to build eskers possessing such large dimen sion s as are fre
CJnently observed. 

( 21 ) \-\farm watei-s would have to penetrate deposits 50 or 
more feet thick and warm the ice beneath sufficiently to melt it, and 
in the case of broad eskers and "plains" penetrate a deposit of 500 
feet or more wide and 25 to 100 feet or more thi ck, apparently an 
impossibility. 

(22 ) Superglacial streams must ahyays have had an obstruc
ti on at their mouth to permit aggradation, otherwi se they would not 
have reached grade till the stream bottom rested upon the ground. 

23 ) Shearing is little effect ive in getting material up into the 
icc, it is opposed by basal drag of the ice and the resulting more rapid 
movement of the upper portions of the ice. 

eollclusioll. Of the numerous objections noted several appear 
to be absolutely fatal to the theory and preclude the possibility of 
the majority of eskers having been formed in this manner. The 
local character of the esker material s, the confinement of debris to 
the basal portion of ice masses, the swi ftness of superglacial streams, 
their smooth channels and short lengths, and the difficulty of getting 
ridges so formed down upon the ground without their destruction, 
are perhaps the most serious difficulti es in the way of acceptance of 
the theory. A well known glacialist once remarked in the presencc 
of the writer, "no one who has ever visited an ice sheet "'ould enter
tain for a minute the idea of superglacial origin of eskers." 

H11pothesis of origin at the edge of the ice. Baron De Geer of 
Swede~l early stated his convict ion that eskers were laid dO\\"11 
where a glacial river emerged from the ice sheet and deposited it,; 
material as a ftuvio-glacial fan . As the ice front receded the deposits 
of successive years formed a continuous gravel ridge, \yhich fol
jowed the ret reating mouth of the river. 

Hershey in his study of Illinoi s eskers seems to have come 10 a 
similar conclusion regarding their origin (48 ). I-Ie think s that thc 
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drainage \yas largely subglacial, and that the tunnels, bei ng small, 
could not carry the amount of water provided by the rapid melting 
of the ice, the excess being ponded in the crevasses of the ice ad ja
cent to the subglacial streams for considerable distances back fr0111 
the border of the ice. Thi s ponded water created great "head" in 
the subglacial st ream s, \yhich therefore eroded rock ridges beneath 
the ice, and other deposits encountered, sweeping the materials 
forward and suddenly dropping them at or near the mouth of the 
tunnel, where the pressure was removed (48). 

Gregory says that an esker is a "ftuvioglacial ridge formed of 
sand and gravel which has been laid clown along the course of a 
glacial river. The deposition has taken place mainly where the ri ver 
em erged from the glacier, and the course of the esker is usually at 
a high angle to the edge of the glacier." "They have been built up 
in to long ridges by the overlapping of successive delta fan s" (44). 

Still more recently Trowbridge has advocated essenti ally the 
same idea that of esker formation at the edge of the ice or within a 
re-entrant back from the edge ( 111 ) . In the following statement 
the important detail s in thi s method of esker formation have been 
taken from a recent paper by the latter writer ( 111 ) . 

Statl' lI/ l' lIt. Trowbridge believes "that 1110st eskers are simply 
kames dra,,'n alit into long lines by the slow retreat of the edge of 
the ice \yhile kame deposition is in progress. If a kame is being 
formed at the edge of an ice sheet, and the edge ret reats slow!y, 
deposition will continue so long as the re-entrant remains and the 
stream contin ues to issue there, and the kame will be drawn out 
into a long ridge or esker." Discontinuities would result if "during 
the recession of the edge of the icc the re-entrant ceased to exist, 
or the stream ceased to issue there : when a re-entrant and the mouth 
of a subglacial st ream again coincided deposition would begin again. 
This would make a break in the esker whose length would be dete r
mined by the rate of recession of the ice and the length of time dur
ing which deposition \yas 11 0t in progress. Such changes as these 
"'ould take place suddenly, " and would account for the abrupt ter
mination of esker ridges. A slowly ret reating ice edge would form 
a high, thick esker, rapid retreat would form a "thinner, lo,,"er one ; 
rapidly changing rates of recession "'ould cause an esker of varying 
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thickness and of considerable surface relief." The esker knobs 
would result from a temporary halt in the ice recession. "Crooked 
re-entrants or shi fting stream mouths would result i.n crooked 
ridges. 'vVhere there was one re-entrant, or one stream, there would 
be one ridge formed; where the ice edge was badly broken up and 
streams ran through all the cracks, the result would be a kame area 
drawn out into an intricate series of ridges, rather than a single 
ridge. Converging cracks would result in converging ridges, 
diverging cracks in diverging ridges, and crossing and recrossing 
cracks in intricate reticulated ridges . \ iVhere the ice edge retreated 
uphill, the ridges would be extended uphill. Where the ice receded 
across valleys and divides, the esker would be made to folio\\' a 
course across a surface of high relief. The rougher the region, the 
more likely the presence of cracks in the edge of the ice, which 
explains the greater abundance of eskers in rough than in smooth 
regions" (111) . 

Hershey regards the "plains," areas of "special development" 
in esker courses, as formed at the terminus of the ice when it has 
remained stationary for some time (48 ) . It is also suggested that 
they may be due to the overlapping of several individual deposit:;, 
He further states that esker deposits are not generally overriden but 
exhibit some evidence of ice push. 

Objections. ( 1) ?I'Iany eskers and most of the New York 
eskers do not show an uneven crestline but rather a uni form crest. 
To produce this condition by this method of origin it would seem 
essential that the recession of the ice front be very regular, and that 
the volume and velocity and load of the esker making streams 
remain constant, a series of conditions that would not be likely to 
obtain along the borders of receding ice sheets. 

(2) An interval in the course of an esker should be repre
sented by a ridge, or at least by gravels, elsewhere, which is not thl! 
case usually. 

(3) ~Iany eskers have till on their surfaces, a fact difficult to 
explain if the esker was built at the edge and not beneath the ice. 
The presence of large boulders on the surface encounters a similar 
difficulty in explanation under this idea. 
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(4 ) If eskers were formed in re-entrants in the ice front, such 
re-entrants would have to maintain their position while the ice front 
was receding for 100 miles or more in the case of the longer eskers, 
such as those of 1Iaine, a condition not likely to occur. 

( 5) If eskers had been deposited in re-entrants into the ice 
their sides would be expected to show evidences of erosion in many 
cases by the stream which contributed to their formation. Eskers 
do not generally exhibit such erosional features, even on steep down 

slopes. 
(6) Eskers occur where it would be impossible for are-entrant 

to exist, situations in which the ice is wedged against a high cliff, 
the pressure on which wOllle! close the re-entrant ( 122 ) . 
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Fig. 4. Outline map , showing the eskers o f Finland, trending south-easterly 
toward the terminal moraines that were built at the margin of the ice. 
T he segmented character of eskers and the in t imate relations t hey display 
to terminal moraine s are excellen tly displayed (Aft er J. J. Sederholm). 
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( 7) Thi s theory does not explain adequately or sati sfactorily 
the derivation of reticulated ridges, also the derivati on of eskers 
whose direction \\" as transverse to the direction of ice movement, or 
the meanders often quite symmetri cal that a re frequent ly exhibited 
by eskers. 

(8) Esker ridges formed in thi s way should be banded in 
structure. The coarse wash deposited by spring floods should be fol
lo\\"ed by layers of fin er material as the volume of the river dim in
ished in the summer, thus there should result a passage f 1'0111 cannon 
shot gl'avel through fine gravel to sand . Eskers do not sho\\' thi " 
feature (44 ) . 

(9) The constant association of eskers \\"ith term inal and 
recessional moraines indicates their formation at a time \\"hen the 
ice front was nearly or quite stationary building the morain e. 110t at 
a ti me \\"h en it was in rapid ret reat. See figure 4. 

COllelusioll . Of these several objections 1,3,4,7, 8 and 9 arc 
the most weighty, and especially th e last, 9. Th is one alone would 
seem to preclude the possibility of the theory as applied to th e 
fo rlll ation of the vast majority of eskers. 

j~lIglncial hypothrsis. This hypothes is has never been se riously 
entertained or advocated. It is subj ect to essentially the samc 
objections as the superglacial hypothesis. and while it is poss ible that 
nearly stagnant ice may be t raversed by tunnels above it s base, as 
indicated by observation (80), yet it is improbable that any deposits 
of significance have ever accumulatecl in such tunnels. 

lee call yoll hypothesis. The ice canyon theory has been elab· 
orated particularly by u pham. N . H . \ iVinchell seems to have en
tertain ed similar views earlier than U pham ( 120 ) . 

Statell/enl. It is maintained that superglacialmelting was rapid 
during SUlllmer but subglacial melting was slow bothll'inter ancl 
summer. During the \\'arm season the subglacial courses \\'ere 
inadequate for the transportati on of all the water derived by abla
tioll , and further tended to be "obstructed and closed by the trans
portation and deposition of modified dri ft." The melting ice border 
then became deeply inci sed by superglacial st reams for a di stance 
of 50 to 200 miles back frOI11 the ice edge. These numerous st ream') 
had steep gradients al1C\. corrading rapidly, soon cam e to flow in 
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deep canyons cut back from the ice front. These may have been icc 
floored or again cut entirely through the ice sheet \\'ith bottoms all 
the terrane beneath. In these ice-walled channels deposition of the 
eske r gravels took place, the materials bei ng derived from th e sur
face of the ice, from the basal and englacial debri s, and ' from the 
stream's fl oor. 

Objectiolls. The greatest objection to the theory is the di sre· 
ga rd that the normal esker mani fests for the topography. T he ap
pearance of an esker first on one side of a valley then on the other, 
the courses of eskers up long gent le slopes, could only be explained 
uncle r thi s idea by the canyons being ice floored and sloping upI\'ard 
from the edge of the ice. In thi s case the theory meets the sallle 
objections as the superglacial hypothesis. 

CO l/cll/sioll . An occasional esker may have been deposited in 
an ice canyon, but the majority of eskers have arisen in other ways. 
Tarr has stated that "it is by no means impossible that in fa vo rable 
situations, rapidly moving, heavily laden marginal streams may have 
flo \\'ed in valleys or tunnels cut in the ice, making depos its Il'hich, 
all the melting of the ice, took the esker form" (107). 

Othn' 'l'ie7l's. Eskers may"have arisen in other ways. YVright 
has described the formation of an esker ridge of the ~Itlir glacier 
as follo\\'s: "The format ion of kames, and of the knobs an d kettl e 
holes characte ri stic both of kames and terminal moraines , is illlls
t rated in various places about the mouth of the ~Iui r glacier, but 
especially near the south\\'est corner just above the shoulder of the 
mountain \\'here the last lateral branch comes in from the west . 
This branch is retreating, and has already begun to separate from 
the main glacier at its 10\\'er side, \\'here the subglacial st ream pass
ing the buri ed forest emerges. Here a vast amount of water-\\'orn 
debris covers the ice extending up the glacier in the line of moti on 
for a long distance. It is evident from the situation, that \\·hen the' 
ice stream was a little fu ller than no\\', and the subglacial st ream 
emerged considerably farth er dO\\'ll, a great mass of debri s was 
spread out on the ice at an elevation considerably above the bottom. 
N ow that the front is ret reating , thi s subglacial stream occupies a 
long tunnel, 25 or 30 feet hi gh, in a stratulll of ice that is overlaid 
to a depth in some places, of 15 or 20 feet of \I'a te r-\\'orn glaci al 
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deep canyons cut back from the ice front. These may have been icc 
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debris. In numerous places the roof of this tunnel has broken in 
and the tunnel itself is now deserted for some distance ·by the stream, 
so that the debris is caving down into the bed of the old tunnel as 
the edges of the ice melt away, thus forming a tortuous ridge, with 
projecting knolls where the funnels into the tunnel are oldest and 
largest. At the same time, the ice on the sides at some distaJ1l:e 
from the tunnel, where the superficial debris was thinner, has melted 
down much below the level of that which was protected by the 
thicker deposits; and so the debris is sliding down the sides as well 
as into the tunnel through the center. Thus three ridges approxim
ately parallel are simultaneously forming-one in the middle of the 
tunnel and one on each side. When the ice has fully melted away. 
this debris will present all the complications of interlacing ridge., 
with numerous kettle holes and knobs characterizing the kames; 
and these will be approximately parallel with the line of glacial 
motion. The same condition of things exists about the head of the 
subglacial stream on the east side, also near the junction of the first 
branch glacier on the east with the main stream, as also about the 
mouth of the independent glacier sh.own on the map lower down on 
the west side of the inlet" (126. pp. 65-66). 

Eskers may have been formed between hill slopes and the steep 
edge of the ice. Upon the melting of the ice such deposits would 
tend to slide down and in some places be preserved with decidedly 
esker form. 

An esker near Polmont in the south of Scotland, described as 
glacio-fluvial by Gregory, is unstratified, made up of angular mate
rials, contains no bands of sand and appears to have been formed 
as a bank of wash quietly deposited along the margin of a melting 
glacier at one stage of its retreat. 

Ridges may also be formed subaerially as natural levees, the 
current being bordered by slacker water. Likewise when streams 
enter standing water they tend to build up ridges at either side. 
Subaqueous ridges may be formed at the mouth of streams, and also 
in the lee of islands or other obstructions in the midst of sediment 
bearing streams (99). 
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TESTIMONY OF EXISTING GLACIERS. 

Existing glaciers do not throw a great deal of light on the 
problem of esker origin. The remoteness of continental ice masses 
and the paucity of observations on them have been unfavorable 
factors in this connection. The continent of Antarctica is covered 
by a continental glacier that approaches most nearly the great con
tinental ice sheets of past time. Unfortunately it is not well known, 
and furthermore it does not furnish the requisite conditions neces
sary for the study of esker formation, its edge being nearly every · 
where buried beneath sea waters. 

Chamberlin has made a study of the Greenland glacier (9). He 
states that the drainage was largely confined to streams running 
along the sides of the glacial lobes, sometimes tunneling under the 
ice, or buried beneath snow drifts. On the disappearance of the 
snow and ice, deposits in such streams will resemble the terraces and 
eskers of our drift, but nothing typical in the way of esker forma
tion was noted. However, it was observed, and this has repeatedly 
been conti rmed, that the debris of the ice was confined to its lowest 
portion, witb few exceptions at heights not greater than the heights 
of kames and eskers, a fact directly antagonistic to the superglacial 
method of esker origin, as already pointed out. 

Holst found on the ice in south Greenland a stream 5 feet wide 
and 5 feet deep flowing on the surface for some distance, separating 
into two branches in one place enclosing an island of ice, before 
plunging into a moulin (66). 

A. Kornerup in the published report of his travels, 1879, pub
lished 1881, states that he found in the Ausalik valley of Holstein
borg, "a typical gravel-ose about 4 miles long, parallel to the present 
direction of the motion of the inlancl ice, and having a roof-shaped 
top, and even sides, inclinecl 20 0 to 25 0 to the plane of the valley 
over which it extended in a meandering course." Fl1rther he states 
that the valley is "an unusually large plain, bounded by even, gently
sloping foot hills." 

Alpine glaciers afford evidence of little significance in this con
nection. Their high gradients and paucity of materials are not favor
able for the development of eskers. :-Iaterials are insufficient in 
amount to clog the subglacial channels at their lower ends thl1s lcad
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ing to aggradation. Furthermore the high gradi ent of the valleys 
cause such rapid flow that only small deposition occurs. the outwash 
being ca rri ed on dm\,!1 the valley. 

r\ deposit of the nature of an esker is described as occurring 011 

a small glacier on ?lit. St. Helena, \i\fashington. "It \\'as perfectly 
st raight and regular in form, about 300 feet long, 20 feet wide at the 
base,S feet high and with a slightly convex crown of about 4 feet." 
Its material s were like those of the moraines associated with the 
glacier, "but worn, rounded and all of mllch smaller and more uni
form size. " At the foot of the side slopes the demarcation \I'as clear 
and well defined, at its upper end it terminated against a lateral 
moraine into which it appeared to grade. Its lower end .was abrupt, 
\\'ith no g radation and no dunfp. Russell suggests that it appears 
to have been formed in a tunnel by an englacial stream and after
wards brought to the surface by the melting of the ice (77). Tarr 
and :'Iartin as a result of their Alaskan studies in the Yakutat Bay 
region sta te that eskers are subglacial deposits mainly, if not entirely. 
associated \I'ith stagnant ice conditions. However, in the bases of 
stagnant moraine-covered glaciers of thi s region , no eskers were 
observed in the process of formation on account of the dearth of 
streams. Some eskers buri ed by outwash \I'e re observed (106). 
Tarr has noted small eskers in A laska on g round frOIll \I'hich the 
glaciers have receded within a century (105). 

Russell's study of the :'Ialaspina glacier constitutes a class ic in 
geology (80,81,82,83 ) . l -fe states that th e drainage of the :'Ialas
pina glacier is almost entirely interglacial or subglacial. There is no 
surface drainage except very loca lly, here the streams are short and 
soon plunge into acrevasse or moulin. On the Alpine glaciers trib
utary to the :'Ialaspina there are a fe\\' short streams confined to 
their lower portions. but they soon di sappear from vie\\'. 

I-Ie further states that the lakes on the moraine-covered portion 
of the glacier "last frOI11 year to year," but are finall y drained. 
usually through a crevasse or opening of some sort at the bottom. 
and the basin s are left \yith a deep filling of boulders and stones. 
They protec t the ice beneath from melting and eventually come tf) 
stand out on pedestals as a result of the ablation of the surrounding 
surface (83). 
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Russell also observes that the three principal st ream s along the 
eastern margin of the l\Ialaspina glacier in 1891 issued frol11 beneath 
the ice as subglacial streams. Each flow s for some di stance bet\\'een 
\I'a ll s of ice and is actively aggrading its channel. One, the Osar, has 
a ridge of gravel running parallel with it which was deposited on the 
ice during a fonner stage when the water flowed about 100 feet 
higher. No other instance of esker formation was directly observed 
(80) . 

"The formation of osars seems fully explained by the subglacial 
drainage of the Malaspina ice sheet." Streams flowing into the tun
nels on the north side of the glacier are carrying al ready large quan
tit ies of sand , gravel and mud, and on emerging from the eastern 
and southern sides bring out large quantities of \Yater-worn mate.. 
ri al. A part of the overload is dropped here. These cones obstruct 
the mouth of the tunnels and thus slackening the flow of water within 
the tunnel may lead to deposition . The water is consequently forced 
to a higher level in the tunnel, eroding the ice roof as it slowly risc" 
and leading to further deposition on the gravel deposit beneath. 
W hen the ice melts, the supporting walls being removed, the gravel 
will slide down to a position of stability giving the arched, anticlinal 
st ructure of eskers. The process \I'ould go on in a stagnant ice mass 
till the waters found new channels (80). 

Russell notes that in the case of the :'Iuir glacier where debris is 
abundant and of large size, the channel frequently becomes clogged, 
and the subglacial waters arc forced to find a new outlet. Some sub
glacial st reams have formed re-entrants, others not, the condition 
of formation seeming to depend on volume and swi ftness of stream 
and on amount and size of debris on the ice (79). 

GEN EHAL CONC LUSION REG.\RDl NG ORIGIN. 

The testimony of existing glaciers, while probably insufficient 
to warrant a firm and definite conclusion, yet unquestionably points 
to the subglaci al origin for the typical esker and for the vast majo r
ity of eskers. A critical stuely of eskers themselves results in this 
same conclusion. Objections may be urged against this theory. but 
they are fewer in number, less vital, ancl more satisfactorily an
swered than is the case with any other theory so far formulated. It 
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is significant that those geologists most familiar with eXlst111g ice 
fields, with Pleistocene phenomena and with the particular type of 
glacial deposits under discussion here, are in accord in the accept
ance of the subglacial hypothesis for the origin of the vast majority 
of eskers. Such men as Chamberl in , Salisbury, Russell, Leverett, 
Davis, vVoodworth, Tarr, Fairchild, Stone and others, all agree thaL 
the subglacial hypothesis best explains the fact s. 

ECOKOMIC IM PORTANCE OF ESKERS. 

T he sand and gravel these ridges afford are of economic import
ance and there is scarcely an esker that does not .show one or 1110r~ 
excavations for these materials. In some cases a large part of the 
esker has been removed, its materials being utilized for building 
purposes, road construction, and ballast, manufacture of concrete 
blocks, filling, etc. Fronya scientific standpoint this is unfortunate, 
and yet as a resource their material s should be utilized. 

The ridges themselves may be used as roads to cross swampy 
ground, to afford suitable grade, and to save to the agriculturist 
arable land by utilizing that least arable. Such roads are level and 
dry. 

T heir surfaces are unsuited to agriculture, and are in most case" 
untilled, usually being forested . 

DESCRIPTIO N OF \iVESTERK NEW YORK ESKERS. 

Gelleral statemellt. The description of the individual esker~ 
that are readily accessible around Rochester follows. In every case 
the descriptions are in detail and it is hoped that they will se rve as a 
guide for students and others interested in glacial geology who may 
visit the eskers in the future . . The descriptions are followed in each 
case by a brief summary of the characteri stics \\"hich tend to throw 
light upon the origin of the esker in question. 

A contour map of each esker studi ed was made and this accom
panies the descriptions. The contour interval was purposely made 
small, 5 feet, in order to bring out the details of the surface config
uration. The linear scale and direction (magnetic ) are indicated on 
each map. A larger scale was used for the "'idth, approximately 
twice that of the linear scale. This is the first time that eskers have 
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been mapped in so great detail, but it is felt that the results obtained 
amply repay the greater effort required. 

Rush esker. Figure 5, plate XI. On going by train from 
Rochester to Rochester Junction on the Lehigh Valley railroad , one 
passes close beside this esker throughout its entire length, it being 
distinctly visible from the car windows. The esker makes its ap
pearance one and one-half miles south of Henrietta on the west sid(~ 
of the railroad and continues in a more or less interrupted course 
until its termination is reached where the railroad turns southeast 
fo r the straight stretch into Rochester Junction. 

The direction of the esker is nearly north and south in con
formity with the direction of ice movement in this locality. 

It varies in height from 5 to 25 feet, the greater part of its 
course being below 20 feet in elevation so that its representation on 
the Rochester quadrangle fails to portray its true linear proportions. 

It ri ses from swampy ground at its origin and pursues a course 
southward along the swampy forested bottom of a narrow valley 
that is flanked on either side by drumlins. The northern portion of 
the esker from its point of origin to the small station called Cedar 
Swamp is composed of isolated tnounds not more than 2 or 3 rods 
long or more than 10 feet high. From Cedar Swamp southward the 
ridge is fairly continuous for a distance of about 1~ miles. There 
a re interruptions in its course, creeks wind across, in places it fades 
out and disappears, however, the places of di scontinuity are few and 
widely separated. Throughout this distance the crest is compara
tively even, interrupted in but few places by low knolls. Its course 
is of the winding, serpentine character peculiar to eskers. 

T hi s part of the esker terminates in a kame area. F rom these 
kames a well defined ridge trends southward a short di stance anrl 
then divides to form a complex of interlacing ridges, with steep 
slopes and stony surfaces, enclosing numerous kettles. The accom
panying figure illustrates these conditions and ii1dicates further that 
st reams have succeeded in crossing this complex in two places. Tht 
te rminal portion of the esker south of the reticulated complex con
sists of three di st inct ridges, the one toward the west having a large 
kame extending from its western flank. These three ridges end in a 
kame topography which ceases abruptly sputhward at the margin of 
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the deep east-west valley through which the Buffalo branch of the 
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F ig. 6. Carters\' ille esker. One mile southeast of P itt sford , situated by the 
side of the Rochester & Eastern Electric Railway , and readily observed 
from the State road, occurs thi s magnifi cent esker. 
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by Professor Fairchild (34). It is particularly interesting becau:;c 
of its fine development, and the splendid opportuniti es offered for 
the study of its structure by reason of the numerous excavation:.; 
made to obtain gravel. It is readily accessible, the Rochester and 
Eastern E lectric Railway passing along its foot, first on the south
west, then on the northeast side. A regular stop is made within a 
few rods of its best developed portion, at the Palmyra road. 

This esker lies amid the sands of the Irondequoit kame area. The 
fields in the neighborhood present a sandy surface with moraine 
developments of the kame type. T hrough such surroundings the 
esker t rends in a north-northwest and south-southeast direction in 
a meandering course. 

It is only about a half mile in length but it preserves in altitude 
what it lacks in length , its highest part being nearly 80 feet above 
the surrounding surface. 

The esker first appea rs on the north as a distinct ridge emerg
ing from a confused piling of moraine drift of a silty nature awl 
extends nearly southeast. U pon entering on the ridge one is ap
praised immediately of its character ; water-worn stones of a ll s i ze~ 

marking its crest and its slopes in marked contrast to the neighbor
ing area, where the stones are very small and rarely encountered. 
The second distinguishing feature is the steep slopes (about 30 
degrees), quite different from the gentle slopes of the morainic drift. 

For the first 200 feet the surface of the ridge is cultivated bl1t 
beyond that the slopes are \\"ooded, thei r steepness and stony char
acter not favoring agri culture. For one-fifth of a mile these cha r
acters continue, then this porti on of the esker terminates abruptly 
\\" ith a slope as steep a3 the sides. 

\iVithin a few fee t of this abrupt termination, it is again resumed 
in a cultivated field. The gap thus left has been utilized for th e line 
of the Rochester and Easte rn railway. The length of this portion 
is but a few rods and its trend is in a more southerly direction than 
the segment described above . It has very gentle slopes here and is 
of lo\\" altitude only 10 or 12 feet above its surroundings. At the 
southern portion of this section of the esker there is a decided in
crease in width with a shallow depression in its surface. which slOlwS 
toward the west, the easte rn side of the ridge acting as its rim. This 
segment terminates just north of the crossing of the t\\"o roads (see 
fignre 6). 
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About 1,000 feet southeast of this portion of the esker it is again 
resumed, sloping upward from the plain until a height of 50 feet is 
attained. Here occurs a large gravel pit , the whole end of the esker 
being cut away, affording a fine exposure of the internal structure. 
F rom here the ridge continues southeastward for 1/3 of a mile with 
a crest showing frequent knolls and saddles and with a width of 15 
or 20 feet . The base of the esker here is 100 to 200 feet in width, 
this width together with the narrow crest and lofty height give steep 
slopes that become gentler. where the knolls occur along the crest 
line. Sand seems to be common in the saddles, gravel comprises the 
knolls along this crest line. It is in this segment that the highest 
knoll occurs, its top rising 80 feet above the surrounding count ry. 
Twenty-five rods beyond this knoll the ridge curves abruptly west
ward. Its course may be traced as far as the E ri e Canal 1,000 feet 
or more to the west, however, this portion of the course has been 
almost entirely cut away for its gravel. T hi s excavation affords the 
finest exposure of the internal structure and materia ls of an esker 
that is to be found in \iVestern New York. Originally this portion 
of the ridge was of insignifi cant development, being but about 15 feet 
high and 25 to 30 feet wide at the base. 

Beyond the canal the continuation of the esker has not been 
found if it exists. I t is possible that it is buried beneath the well
defined kames that are excellently developed here. However, the 
topography has been much altered clue to extensive excavations for 
the kame sands. 

T he internal structure of the esker is ",ell displayed by the 
numerous gravel excavations already mentioned. T he gravel pit at 
the north end of the southern segment presents the structure in ;1, 

most satisfactory way. It exhibits the rude anticlinal st ructure so 
coml11on in eskers. T he stratifi cation is indi st inct. The materi als vary 
greatly in size, l\Iedina sandstone making up the larger proportion 
of both the fine and the coarser materials . Perhaps 90 per cent. of 
the mass is of local origin. Boulders 1 foot in diameter occur dis
t ributed through the gravels; boulders larger than this a re rare. 
1\ 11 of the materials are well rounded by water action. 

At the bottom of the pit the gravel is of the finest character of 
the whole esker. Much of it is but li tt le coarser than coarse sand . 
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H ere the stratification is scarcely discernible, being best brought out 
by layers of small well rounded pebbles occurring in the fine gravel 
deposit. The stratification is most irregular, now dipping one way, 
again in another direction . At each si de of the pit the dip is out
ward at an angle of about 10 degrees. The gravel here extend,; 
considerably below the general surface on either side of the esker. 

At about 10 feet above the floor of the pit there is a peculiar 
development decidedly unusual in eskers so far observed. This con
sists of a layer of almost uni form thickness, of about 3 feet, which 
extends across the whole esker in a horizontal plane. I t is composed 
almost entirely of small pebbles of uniform size, with few larger 
stones or boulders. T he whole mass is so firmly cemented that it is 
almost impossible to break it with a sledge. It is necessary to dis
lodge it with dynamite to get at the gravel underneath. Great masses 
of this layer have been left strewn about the floor of the pit and in 
the adjoining fie ld. This cemented layer li es in the plane of the 
latest and highest Iroquois waters. It is suggested that the calcareous 
cement was carried down by leaching atmospheric waters and was 
deposited when the zone of the standing waters was reached. The 
laye r is the most striking feature of the excavation and immediately 
attracts attention. 

\t the southeast end of this excavation , of which this peculiar 
layer forms the floor, is found much the same features. Here the 
stratifi cation is indi stinct and appears frequently to be entirely \\'an t 

ing. The materials are unassorted, the coarser being mingled !n 
profusion with the finer. This is especially true near the extreme 
top of the ridge. H ere coarse boulders, 8 to 10 inches in .. diameter, 
occur in profusion. 

On either flank of the ridge , as revealed in thi s excavation. :1 

layer of fine sand occurs, 4 to 8 feet in thickness . extending from :1 

line 15 feet from the crest half way down the slopes. This probably 
represents wind blown accumulations subsequent to the formation 
of the esker. • 

Southeast of this extensive excavation along the railway trac1( 

there is another gravel pit which affords a good quality of gravel of 
uniform size. The exposure exhibits distinct stratification, the strata 
dipping outward. 
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As already indicated the finest exposure is found at the southern 
end of the esker. Here the whole ridge has been practically cut away 
for more than 1,000 feet . At the east end of the excavation the 
materi al is coarse at the top grading into fine gravel below. T he 
bedding is horizontal. Southwest 60 feet from here a layer of sand 
6 feet thick occurs upon the remnant of the western flang of the 
esker, which probably represents sand blown upon the esker subse
quent to its formation. F our hundred feet farther southwest thi s 
sand layer has di sappeared entirely, the surface laye rs being coarse 
gravel and rounded boulders, with finer gravel and some coarse sand 
below, cross-bedding being very characteristic here. Southwest o f 
the north and south road the remnant of the esker remaining is C0111

posed of coarse gravel chiefly. Sand occurs here again on the sur
face of the slopes, and cross'-bedding is excellently exhibited. .'\ 
study of the material throughout this \\'hole excavation reveals the 
fact that it is largely local in origin. 

It seems probable from recent study that the esker described 
above represents only a portion of a very much longer esker system. 
Chadwick in a recent paper, "Lake Deposits and Evolt1tion of the 
LO\\' er Irondequoit Valley," describes a gravel ridge lying in the 
Irondequoit valley that may well be a part of this esker. Thi s ri dge 
divides th e valley into 1\\"0 parts and extends south\\"ard to E ast 
Rochester \"here extensive sand plains occur, probably representing 
an esker fan. Three miles southeast of this "fan li es the esker that 
is described in this paper. '1'\\'0 or three miles beyond Bushnells 
Basin southeast of Cartersville occurs another typical esker fan 
which is probably associated with this esker system. The continua
tion of the port ion of the esker studi ed to thi s outwash plain has not 
been traced as yet. It is further possible that this esker system may 
continue north of I rondequoit Bay and lie concealed beneath the 
waters of Lake Ontario . At any rate if all these features are to be 
considered as a single esker system, which seems to be the correct 
interpretation, then the Cartersville esker is the longest esker system 
in \Veste rn New York. 

Origi ll. Some features exhibi ted by thi s esker throw light upon 
its on glll . The depression of the esker gravels below the gen eral 
surface on either hand, the preponderance o f local mater ial. and the 
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depression in the middle segment signifying the weight of an ice arch 
upon its surface, all point to the subglacial origin of the ridge. Like
wise the kettles that parallel its course are evidence of the weight of 
ice masses bordering the esker (122). One gap in the course of the 
esker has been due to stream erosion and is now occupied by a vig~ 
orous stream. The other gaps may be due to stream erosion but 
more probably they represent lack of- deposition in the subglacial 
tunnel. 

Palmyra eskers. Figures 7-9, plate XII . Near Palmyra occur 
several eskers lying in the valleys between the drumlins. Three of 
these gravel ridges may be seen in going from Palmyra to ~'Iarion, 

closely paralleling on the west the road that connects the two vil
lages; the fourth lies one and one-half miles northwest of ~Iarion. 
All are of sufficient height to be indicated on the Palmyra topo
graphic quadrangle. In length the ridges are short, each being from 
one-half to three-fourths of a mile long. Their north-south align
ment would seem to indicate that they represent the activity of a 
single glacial st ream flowing southward in a course parallel to the 
drumlins and to the direction of ice movement. In figures 7-9, plak 
XII, the ridges are designated A, B, C and D. A being the one 
nearest Palmyra, D being the one farthest north, lying northwest of 
1Iarion. A distance of about six miles separates the ridge near 
Palmyra from the one near Marion . 

Ridge A. This esker, or esker segment, is of average height, 
being about 25 or 30 feet for the greater part of its course. It has 
a rather broad crest with relatively gentle slopes, which locally are 
exceedingly stony and elsewhere quite free from stones. Its crest 
supports no knolls, being thrown into a series of gentle grades. Its 
course is not characterized by meanders which were found to oe a 
pronounced feature in a number of eskers studied that are shorter 
than this. Near the northern portion of the esker several gaps occur, 
one of which is traversed by a stream , the largest gap being occupied 
by a number of lo\\' kames. In the course of thi s esker excavations 
have been made in one place only. But lit tle was gained in the exam· 
ination of this excavation . It had not been worked for a long time, 
and the action of the weather had obscured its features. In the 
accumulated debris at this point coarser stones appeared to be lack
ing entirely. 
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The greater portion of this esker is under cultivation, in fact 
its surface is better suited to cultivation than the adjoining wet 
swampy ground, with its small ponds containing stagnant water. 
The ridge terminates northward in a comparat ively flat swampy area, 
southward it gradually fades out and blends with the grouncl 
mora1l1e. 

East of the southern half of the esker and between it and the 
highway occurs a series of knolls resembling kames. The topo
graph ic sheet indicates several of them. They are joined by low 
intervening rid~es except in one or two instances where deposition 
between the knolls apparently was lacking. The northernmost of 
these knobs is separated from the rest by a swamp and is attached 
to the eastern slope of the esker. Its surface is under cultivation as 
in the case of the knolls, and it is not excessively stony. This series 
of knolls may be regarded as a paraJlel esker or as a series of kames 
originating as a result of the deposition of detritus (formed by a 
superficial or subglacial stream) at the edge of the ice or in a re
entrance of the ice, the localization of accumulation beilig due to the 
wavering retreat of the ice. 

Rici'ge B. About one mile north of Ridge A occurs another 
esker segment closely paralleling the base of a lofty drumlin, to 
which it is joined in two places. For the most part it is low, oeing 
less than 20 feet high. Several gaps occur in its course, one or two 
of which are probably due to stream erosion. Near the northern 
portion of the ridge a shallow kettle occurs in its highest part; here 
the ridge is about 50 feet wide across its crest. 

The southern portion of this ridge exhibits a notable tendency 
to meander. It terminates southward in a kame area, the surface of 
which is very stony. Some of these stones may have been derived 
from the erosion of the esker itself. 

The northern portion of Ridge B is its highest part. Here.'I. 
detached segment 500 feet long and 25 to 30 feet high rests upon an 
elevated surface \"hich is apparently of till , possibly being a broad 
flat drumlin. 

This segment is den sely wooded, it s crest is unusually level anj 
rather broad , it s termination on the south is very abrupt and its ini
tiation northward is of equal abruptness. I t is succeeded northward 
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depression in the middle segment signifying the weight of an ice arch 
upon its surface, all point to the subglacial origin of the ridge. Like
wise the kettles that parallel its course are evidence of the weight of 
ice masses bordering the esker (122). One gap in the course of the 
esker has been due to stream erosion and is now occupied by a vig~ 
orous stream. The other gaps may be due to stream erosion but 
more probably they represent lack of- deposition in the subglacial 
tunnel. 

Palmyra eskers. Figures 7-9, plate XII . Near Palmyra occur 
several eskers lying in the valleys between the drumlins. Three of 
these gravel ridges may be seen in going from Palmyra to ~'Iarion, 

closely paralleling on the west the road that connects the two vil
lages; the fourth lies one and one-half miles northwest of ~Iarion. 
All are of sufficient height to be indicated on the Palmyra topo
graphic quadrangle. In length the ridges are short, each being from 
one-half to three-fourths of a mile long. Their north-south align
ment would seem to indicate that they represent the activity of a 
single glacial st ream flowing southward in a course parallel to the 
drumlins and to the direction of ice movement. In figures 7-9, plak 
XII, the ridges are designated A, B, C and D. A being the one 
nearest Palmyra, D being the one farthest north, lying northwest of 
1Iarion. A distance of about six miles separates the ridge near 
Palmyra from the one near Marion . 

Ridge A. This esker, or esker segment, is of average height, 
being about 25 or 30 feet for the greater part of its course. It has 
a rather broad crest with relatively gentle slopes, which locally are 
exceedingly stony and elsewhere quite free from stones. Its crest 
supports no knolls, being thrown into a series of gentle grades. Its 
course is not characterized by meanders which were found to oe a 
pronounced feature in a number of eskers studied that are shorter 
than this. Near the northern portion of the esker several gaps occur, 
one of which is traversed by a stream , the largest gap being occupied 
by a number of lo\\' kames. In the course of thi s esker excavations 
have been made in one place only. But lit tle was gained in the exam· 
ination of this excavation . It had not been worked for a long time, 
and the action of the weather had obscured its features. In the 
accumulated debris at this point coarser stones appeared to be lack
ing entirely. 
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The greater portion of this esker is under cultivation, in fact 
its surface is better suited to cultivation than the adjoining wet 
swampy ground, with its small ponds containing stagnant water. 
The ridge terminates northward in a comparat ively flat swampy area, 
southward it gradually fades out and blends with the grouncl 
mora1l1e. 

East of the southern half of the esker and between it and the 
highway occurs a series of knolls resembling kames. The topo
graph ic sheet indicates several of them. They are joined by low 
intervening rid~es except in one or two instances where deposition 
between the knolls apparently was lacking. The northernmost of 
these knobs is separated from the rest by a swamp and is attached 
to the eastern slope of the esker. Its surface is under cultivation as 
in the case of the knolls, and it is not excessively stony. This series 
of knolls may be regarded as a paraJlel esker or as a series of kames 
originating as a result of the deposition of detritus (formed by a 
superficial or subglacial stream) at the edge of the ice or in a re
entrance of the ice, the localization of accumulation beilig due to the 
wavering retreat of the ice. 

Rici'ge B. About one mile north of Ridge A occurs another 
esker segment closely paralleling the base of a lofty drumlin, to 
which it is joined in two places. For the most part it is low, oeing 
less than 20 feet high. Several gaps occur in its course, one or two 
of which are probably due to stream erosion. Near the northern 
portion of the ridge a shallow kettle occurs in its highest part; here 
the ridge is about 50 feet wide across its crest. 

The southern portion of this ridge exhibits a notable tendency 
to meander. It terminates southward in a kame area, the surface of 
which is very stony. Some of these stones may have been derived 
from the erosion of the esker itself. 

The northern portion of Ridge B is its highest part. Here.'I. 
detached segment 500 feet long and 25 to 30 feet high rests upon an 
elevated surface \"hich is apparently of till , possibly being a broad 
flat drumlin. 

This segment is den sely wooded, it s crest is unusually level anj 
rather broad , it s termination on the south is very abrupt and its ini
tiation northward is of equal abruptness. I t is succeeded northward 
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by a kame a rea that is bounded on the east by a steep slope about 20 
feet high. 

Ridge B is bordered on the east for a considerable part of its 
course by a long parallel ridge 0 f about 2S feet in height. 

Ridge C. One-fourth to one-half of a mil e north of H.idge D 
occm s the third part of the esker. It proceeds north\l'ard from the 
kame a rea that terminates Ridge B on the north, the steep eastern 
edge of the kame area forming the eastern side of Ridge C. 

This portion of the esker system trends north\\'ard for onc
fourth of a mil e or more as a well-defined ridge 1S to 2S feet high 
\I·ith steep slopes and a meandering course through s\\'ampy ground. 
Knoll s along its crest a re common. The excavations for gravel 
here show material of uni form grade and medium size. Sand is 
lacking, and few large boulders occur. 

In the northern part of the esker t\\'o shallo\\' kettles are dc, 
pressed into the ridge. \ Vhere these kettl es occur the ridge exh ibit ~ 
a tendency to become low and broad , while on either side the esker 
ri ses abruptly to the 110rmal height. The slopes leading in to the 
kett les and out\\'a rc1 from thei r rim s are very gentle. 

Northward the esker termin ates ra ther abruptly in a s\l'amp. 
Ridge D. This northermost segment of the esker system li es 

bet\\'een t\l'O high drumlins bordered by s\\'ampy land \\'ith small 
ponds on either side. It is short, only about one-quarter of a mil e 
long, with a meandering course throughout its entire length. ~o
where is its height greater than 30 feet. 

T he southern portion of the ridge is of low altitude with uneven 
crest, the northern part reaches a heigh t of nearly 30 feet and has a 
remarkably even level crest with steep and stony slopes that are un
cleI' cultivation. Northward th is level-c rested r idge terminates ab
ruptly in a fl at fie ld. southward the esker bl ends \I'ith the high drum
lin that parallel s its course on the west. 

\ i\'here the stream cuts th rough the esker the re is an old excava
tion which reveal s a rude indi stinct stratification . ,'\ t least three
foul,ths of the material s are from local formations. There is some 
sand here on the eastern side of the excavation in \\'hich a re em
bedded numerous rounded stones. On the opposite side of the exca
vat ion occurs sand nea r the surface, with numerous embedded 
rounded stones. 

\ '01., 5, PI. , Xil. 
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Fig . !l . Palmyra esker, Ridge D. This short segment of th e Palmyra esker 
o(:cllrs about one an(l one ,half miles northwest of M arion. 
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Origin. There was little developed in the study of these P al
myra esker segments that throws light on the precise manner of 
on g lll. If the broad elevation on which the northern and hi ghest 
part o f Ridge B is located is to be in terpreted as till and possibly as 
a drumlin then the esker was depos ited after the deposition of this 
ti ll. However, that does not necessarily mean that the esker stream 
was superglacial even in this pa rt of its course. 

T he presence of several kett les depressed into the cre~t of the 
eskers would indicate ice block inclusion with subsequent melting 
leaving the depression. or possibly the places of rest of the sagging 
ice arch over the broad subglac ial tunnel, either in terpretation favor
ing the subglacial origin of the esker. 

P robably each ridge was built " 'hen the ice front stood near its 
southern terminus. In each case thi s was fol lowed by ice recessiolJ 
a nd the building of the next ridge northward follo\\·ed. The pres
ence of kame areas near the ends of the individual ridges would 
seem to indicate this , the kames representing the out"'ash beyond the 
stagnant ice front from the st ream in which the individual esker 
r idges were being deposited. 

The t rend of thi s esker system along the axi s o f a vall ey rein 
forces the idea of its orig in in a subglacial stream. 

T:.skrrs of t/tr MrJ/doJ/ IWlIl (, 01'(' 0 . F~lres 10-11 , plates XIII. 
X IV. The :'Iendon kame area lies about 12 11lIles sOllth of Rochester. 

It has been described by Prof. Fai rchild (34), who mentions bri efl y 

the eskers of the area . 


A ll of the eskers of this kame area are excellently developed, in 
fact the one on the east side of the area east of Mendon pond is 
probably the fi nest esker in \ Vestern New York. The Rochester 
topographic quadrangle indi ca tes the eskers of thi s region, although 
very inadequately. They all trend north ' and south and pursue 
meande ring courses. They a re of hi storic interest because thei r 
cres ts were utilized as trails by the Indians in pass ing no rtll\\-a rcl to 
the vicinity of the present village of P ittsford . 

Esker 1C'{!st of Mendon pal/d. Figure 10, plate XIII . \!\Test of 
Mendon pond occurs an esker that is nea rly t,,"O miles long and in 
places attains a height of 100 feet. 

O n the north it ri ses from a low swampy tract anc! passes \\"est 
,,-arc1 for about 600 feet wi th a height of less than 5 feet. T urtli ng 
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toward the southwest it broadens and gradually attains a height of 25 
feet and then rapidly decreases in height until it is nearly lost again 
in the swampy ground. Pursuing its meandering course farther 
southwestward it gradually broadens and rises to a height of 45 feet, 
then drops off slightly with hummocky, narrow, meandering crest, to 
be continued onward in an abrupt ri se of more than 40 feet followed 
by a level stretch and then a further gradual rise of 50 feet to a high 
elevation that ri ses about 125 feet above the swamp on either side of 
the esker. This elevation has a very stony surface, all of the stones 
being small, and well rounded. The slope toward the west fro111 this 
elevation is gradual into rolling farm land. The elevation itself is 
under cultivation, although the esker from the point of origin to this 
elevation is wooded and bordered by swamps on either hanel. 

Southward from this high elevation the esker is very broad and 
indefinite. On the west is located a large deep kettle, on the east a 
steep slope leads from the esker crest to the swamp. 

Afte r crossing the road the esker rapidly narrows southwest
ward to its typical form, with hummocky crest, meandering coursc, 
and steep sides 60 to 75 feet high. A long deep kettle borders th~ 
esker on the west throughout this portion of its course. 

At the second road crossing the esker turns abruptly southward 
making a right angle with its former course. For the next half mile 
its course is toward the southeast with narrow hummocky crest, 
meandering course and sides as steep as the materials will lie. All 
of thi s southern portion is wooded and bordered by swamps on both 
sides. About 1,000 feet south of the road just mentioned a ridge 
extends eastward from the esker that may possibly be interpreted as 
a tributary. It has a broad crest, with slopes more gentle than those 
of the main esker, and is under cultivation. Its surface is less stony 
than the surface of the main esker and apparently is composed 
largely of till. 

South of this tributary 600 feet, the steep east slope of the eskct" 
is succeeded by a gentle slope that passes down to the edge of :'I en
don pond, the base of thi s portion of the esker being 500 to 600 feet 
in width. 

One thousand feet south of this broad place occurs a conical 
elevat ion 100 feet high, one of the most conspicuous elev;-ttions of 
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the Mendon kame area. It is east of the main course of the esker 
although intimately connected with the esker itself and overlooks 
both Mendon pond and the small pond to the south, lying between 
the two. Its surface is composed of sand and fine gravel. Near its 
summit a partly buried boulder occurs with an edge exposed that wi11 
measure 8 feet, and another edge that will measure 6 feet in length. 
It is not wooded. Southwest from this high mound the esker con
tinues for 1,000 feet with a height of 75 feet or more, and with a 
hummocky meandering course. It then abruptly broadens into an 
excelleriL " .~'".:~1f' of an esker fan, which slopes with uneven surface 
gradually toward the southeast, south and west, and is covered with 
small rounded stones and under cultivation. 

There was little information obtained as to the composition of 
this esker. Its surface is typical of eskers in being mantled wit!l 
gravel. An old excavation occurs north of the road that crosses the 
esker nearly a mile froni its southern termination, which di sclose" 
gravel both coarse and fine and also some sand on its north side. 

The northern portion of thi s esker is paralleled by another 
ridge on its south side. Thi s second ridge is of about the same height 
as the esker itself, with the same degree of slope on the flank facing 
the esker. Thi s slope is wooded. The opposite side toward the 
southeast is much more gentle and is under cultivation. This ridge 
is separated by a narrow swamp from the esker described above. 
Its northward termination is more abrupt and its northern portion is 
higher than the esker mapped. Otherwise it possesses the same 
general features as the one studied in detail. These two ridges are 
to be interpreted probably as a double or reti culated esker. 

Origin. L ittle can be said regarding the origin of thi s esker. 
Near the top of the excavation mentioned above a large boulder \\' as 
observed lying partly buried in the sand. It could hardly have gotten 
into such a position if the esker had been superglacial in origin. The 
prominent elevation near the south end of the esker was formed 
at the edge of the ice or more probably in a slight re-entrance, or 
possibly in an area surrounded by ice at a time when the esker north
ward was being formed beneath the ice and probably aft er the 
fo rmat ion of the greater portion of the esker to the south of it. The 
eminence near the north end of the esker \\' as formed in a similar 
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toward the southwest it broadens and gradually attains a height of 25 
feet and then rapidly decreases in height until it is nearly lost again 
in the swampy ground. Pursuing its meandering course farther 
southwestward it gradually broadens and rises to a height of 45 feet, 
then drops off slightly with hummocky, narrow, meandering crest, to 
be continued onward in an abrupt ri se of more than 40 feet followed 
by a level stretch and then a further gradual rise of 50 feet to a high 
elevation that ri ses about 125 feet above the swamp on either side of 
the esker. This elevation has a very stony surface, all of the stones 
being small, and well rounded. The slope toward the west fro111 this 
elevation is gradual into rolling farm land. The elevation itself is 
under cultivation, although the esker from the point of origin to this 
elevation is wooded and bordered by swamps on either hanel. 

Southward from this high elevation the esker is very broad and 
indefinite. On the west is located a large deep kettle, on the east a 
steep slope leads from the esker crest to the swamp. 

Afte r crossing the road the esker rapidly narrows southwest
ward to its typical form, with hummocky crest, meandering coursc, 
and steep sides 60 to 75 feet high. A long deep kettle borders th~ 
esker on the west throughout this portion of its course. 

At the second road crossing the esker turns abruptly southward 
making a right angle with its former course. For the next half mile 
its course is toward the southeast with narrow hummocky crest, 
meandering course and sides as steep as the materials will lie. All 
of thi s southern portion is wooded and bordered by swamps on both 
sides. About 1,000 feet south of the road just mentioned a ridge 
extends eastward from the esker that may possibly be interpreted as 
a tributary. It has a broad crest, with slopes more gentle than those 
of the main esker, and is under cultivation. Its surface is less stony 
than the surface of the main esker and apparently is composed 
largely of till. 

South of this tributary 600 feet, the steep east slope of the eskct" 
is succeeded by a gentle slope that passes down to the edge of :'I en
don pond, the base of thi s portion of the esker being 500 to 600 feet 
in width. 

One thousand feet south of this broad place occurs a conical 
elevat ion 100 feet high, one of the most conspicuous elev;-ttions of 
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the Mendon kame area. It is east of the main course of the esker 
although intimately connected with the esker itself and overlooks 
both Mendon pond and the small pond to the south, lying between 
the two. Its surface is composed of sand and fine gravel. Near its 
summit a partly buried boulder occurs with an edge exposed that wi11 
measure 8 feet, and another edge that will measure 6 feet in length. 
It is not wooded. Southwest from this high mound the esker con
tinues for 1,000 feet with a height of 75 feet or more, and with a 
hummocky meandering course. It then abruptly broadens into an 
excelleriL " .~'".:~1f' of an esker fan, which slopes with uneven surface 
gradually toward the southeast, south and west, and is covered with 
small rounded stones and under cultivation. 

There was little information obtained as to the composition of 
this esker. Its surface is typical of eskers in being mantled wit!l 
gravel. An old excavation occurs north of the road that crosses the 
esker nearly a mile froni its southern termination, which di sclose" 
gravel both coarse and fine and also some sand on its north side. 

The northern portion of thi s esker is paralleled by another 
ridge on its south side. Thi s second ridge is of about the same height 
as the esker itself, with the same degree of slope on the flank facing 
the esker. Thi s slope is wooded. The opposite side toward the 
southeast is much more gentle and is under cultivation. This ridge 
is separated by a narrow swamp from the esker described above. 
Its northward termination is more abrupt and its northern portion is 
higher than the esker mapped. Otherwise it possesses the same 
general features as the one studied in detail. These two ridges are 
to be interpreted probably as a double or reti culated esker. 

Origin. L ittle can be said regarding the origin of thi s esker. 
Near the top of the excavation mentioned above a large boulder \\' as 
observed lying partly buried in the sand. It could hardly have gotten 
into such a position if the esker had been superglacial in origin. The 
prominent elevation near the south end of the esker was formed 
at the edge of the ice or more probably in a slight re-entrance, or 
possibly in an area surrounded by ice at a time when the esker north
ward was being formed beneath the ice and probably aft er the 
fo rmat ion of the greater portion of the esker to the south of it. The 
eminence near the north end of the esker \\' as formed in a similar 
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manner , but after the esker to the south of it had been bui lt and un
covered by the melting of the ice, During its formation the portion 
of the esker to the northeast of it was being formed beneath the icc. 
T he elevation itself and the gentle slope ,,'estward from it represent 
outwash at the time thi s northern porti on of the esker ,,'as forming, 
and the kettle to the south probably represents ice block inclusion, 
the block remaining while the elevation itself \\'as being fo rmed. 

Esker cast of Mell d on pond. F igure 11, plate X IV . On thl: 
ea"t side of Mendon pond is found the finest esker of the :\renclon 
kame area. In lllany respects it is the fin est example of t ! ~is rype of 
glacial development that ,,-as studied, For a diotance of 20 miles 
it continues its course through the eastern half of the kame area 
borclered by kames on either hand. It meanders freely, possesses an 
uneven huml110cky crestline, and on either side at its base occurs a 
succession of kettles formed by ridges passing off from the side 0 f 
the esker and connecting with the adjace'n t kames. These kettles 
may contain water fOl-ming small ponds and s,,-a111ps. In altitude 
it equal s or surpasses the other eskers studied, in places rising 100 
to 125 feet above it s base, with very steep slopes and na rro,,· crest. 

The esker begins on the north in one of the highest elevations in 
Monroe county. This elevation is well shown on the Rochester 
topographic sheet lying about 1 mil e northeast of ::\Iendon ponel. 
w ith an alt itude of 850 feet ahove sea level. The accompanying fi g 
ure exhibi ts only the higher portion o f this eminence frOlll the upper 
surface of which there is a gentle rolling slope out\\·ard in all direc
t ions except ,,·here the esker joins on the south . 

The surface of thi s elevat ion is thickly man tled \yith ,,·ate;
\yorn stones of all sizes and appa rently the greate r part of the whole 
hill is \yater lain material. Southward from this elevation the esker 
pursues its meandering course toward the southwC'st \yith hum1llock\' 
crest and steep late ral slopes, About one mi le south the ridge te r
minates in a high knoll borclered by a long deep kett le on the cast 
side. Southwest of this knoll and joined to it occurs another higher 
knob that form s one of the most conspicuous elevations along th::: 
whole esker course, A short di stance south of thi s high elevatiol1 
the esker turn s abruptly toward the \yest and continues nearly a hal f 
mile in that direct ion. The best vi e\\" of the esker f rom the Pitts
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fo rd road may be obtained at the .point where it makes this turn, its 
base being but about 250 feet di stant from the road. 

Swinging toward the southwest again from its westerly course 
the esker pursues its meandering course for another half mile, its 
na rrow, hummocky crest, steep slopes, with 'numerous kettles on 
either flank, being its di stinguishing features. In one portion of its 
course here it appears as if three or four kames had been tied to
gether by short low ridges to form a part of the main ridge. From 
the summit of anyone of these a fine view may be had of a large 

,part of the esker and of practically the whole kame area. Near the 
southern end of this southwesterly trending part of the esker the 
ridge itself becomes inconspicuous and is bordered by a beautiful 
little lake on the west. Turning toward the southeast it continue.; 
onward for more than one-half a mile, preserving the same charac
te rs that distingui sh the northern part of its course. I \S is the case 
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Course \yhich appeared to be a succession of kames tied to each other 
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by connecting ridges may represent fo rmation at the ice front or 
within a re-entrance into the ice, the point where the kame Occurs 
representing a halt in the withdrawal of the ice front , the connecting 
ridge representing a time of slow, steady ret reat of the ice edge. 
T he high knob described above that is located about a mile from the 
north end of the esker was probably formed at the ice edge, af ter the 
form ati on and uncovering of the esker south of it and \yhile the por
tion of the esker to the north of it was being built beneath the ice. 
T he numerous kettles that parallel the course of the esker may rep
resent the melting out of ice blocks that li ngered adjacent to the sides 
of the esker. or unequal deposition at the ice front . 

T he high elevation occurring at the north end of thc esker prob
ably represents depositi on at the ice edge or wi thin a broad re
entrance back into the ice by a powerful stream pouring from the ice 
and carrying a large quanti ty of mate rial with it. It was thi s same 
st ream that built the esker extending southward from the elevation, 
the oll e just desc ribed. The formati on of the elevation itself was not 
begun until a ft er the building of the esker had been completed. "Vhy 
there should not be an esker continuing northward from thi s eleva
tion and built beneath the ice at the t ime the elevation was forming 
is an inte resting question. Apparently all the materi al was carri ed 
out and dropped to make up the large mass of the elevation itself. 

The local characte r of the material s of these Mendon eskers 
const itu te a strong argument in favo r of the subglacial hypothesis. 
It would seem impossible fo r thi s materi al to have gotten up on top 
of the ice in such a short di stance especiaJ1 y when thi s ice was ad
vancing over a level plain. 

Further the occurrence of th e high knolls in the course of the,,(' 
eskers is antagoni sti c to the idea of esker origin at the edge of the 
ice or in re-entrants from the edge; the knoll s themselves represent 
the deposits forming in these situations. ,,-hil e the eskers st retching 
northward f rom them werc being deposited in the subglacial streamS 
at the same time the materi als \yere being contri buted by these 
streams to fo rm the knolls. T he latter doubtlessly cloggeel the: 
exits of the tunn els leading to erosion of the roo f of the tunnel and 
deposition in the slacker \yate r in the lower part of the stream. The 
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resulting st rong development of the esker ri dges north of the kno1l 5 
and the upward trend of their crests toward these knolls are in 
line with this idea . 

E sker sOllth of jYlendon kam e area . A third esker occurs be
yond the southern extremity of the Mendon kame area, shown O!l 
the Honeoye topographic quadrangle.. It has been desc ribed by P ro
fessor Fairchild (34 ) . He says : " One mile south of the kame area 
occurs a singular group of knolls that must be regarded as an esker. 
T hi s li es one-half mile south o f rdud pond and three-fourths of a 
mile west of Mendon center . The north end of the esker is cut by 
the east and west highway. T hi s esker consists of fO llr connected 
knolls, in a north and south line, making altogether a length of about 
one-eighth of a mile. T he local name of the knoll s is the 'Dum pli ng 
H ills.' T he summit and slopes of the ridge and the road cuttinG 
show only a fin e, stiff or sil ty sand , simila r to much of the surface 
of the region south,,·ard. A few stones were observed in the sand . 
T he esker is thirty to fi ft y feet high but surmounting a ridge prob
ably drumloid, it is conspicuous over a considerable area . Its alti ·
tude is 762 feet (aneroid ) . T he sides of the esker are v(:' ry steep 
and ri dges of sand stretch a \yay from it at right angles" (34). 

_Origin. These knolls probably represent deposition at the edge 
of the ice or within a re-entrant by a heavil y laden stream fl owing 
f rom the ice. They may best be interp reted as a series of kames 
that have been connected by deposition, the individual kames repre
senti ng successive halts in the ice ret reat with resul ting locali zati oll 
of deposition, the connecting ridges indicating slow con t inuou ~ 
retreat of the ice front between the periods of halting. 

Le R oy eslwr. F igure 12. The LeRoy esker lies in Genesee 
County, situated partly in the town of LeRoy and partly in the town 
of Stafford. It is about on e-half mile north of the main or State 
road that conn ects the village of LeR oy with the city of Batavia, and 
is crossed by the north and south highway forming the boundary 
bet\yeen the two town s ment ioned. It pa rallels in a general way 
both the New York Central R ailroad (Batavia and Canandaigua 
Branch ) and the Eri e (Att ica Branch ), and li es about half way 
between the two. T he northeastern part of the Batavi a topographi c 
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quadrangle indicates the character of the general area, the esker 
itself being too inferior to find expression on the map. This esker 
has already been described (20). 

It is not a large type of its class, being less than a mile long and 
rarely reaching a height of 15 feet. The most striking feature 
observed in its study was its direction, this being not far from east 
to west, or at nearly right angles to the direction of ice movement in 
this region. However the striae locally do not indicate such a dis
parity betvveen the direction of the ice movement and the trend of 
the esker. Apparently at least during the closing stages of the icc 
invasion the local ice movement was toward the southwest . 

The esker begins on the east in a cultivated field with character
istic rolling morainal topography. The distinctly ridge form is 
scarcely assumed before it is abruptly terminated and succeeded by 
swampy ground, and then 500 feet farth er north it picks up as 
abruptly and continues onward curving rather sharply toward the 
westward. Two short breaks, each but a few feet wide, follow in 
rapid succession and then its course is continuous, till the north
south highway is reached. West of the highway it is much more 
discontinuous and segmented (see figure) until finally it blends with 
the heavy morainal features just beyond the railroad. 

It traverses swampy ground throughout its entire course, east 
of the road the adjacent swamp being wooded, west of the road 
it being sufficiently dry to be under cultivation. It is quite possible 
that the breaks are due to stream erosion, although the sluggishness 
of the illy-defined drainage lines through the swamp would seem to 
antagonize that idea . 

Several excavations have been -made at various places in the 
esker, though none are recent. Just east of the road such an exca va
tion occurs and also one about 600 feet west of the road, and near 
the eastern termination of the ridge three excavations are found 
which exhibit the materials and structure to best advantage. Here 
the material is very fine for the most part, although little sand is 
present, with bedding indistinct. Just east of the north-south road 
the excavation is old and so thoroughly washed down as to be of 
little value. However, there is some sand here, and the fact that the 
excavation was continued below the level of the surrounding sur

~ 
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quadrangle indicates the character of the general area, the esker 
itself being too inferior to find expression on the map. This esker 
has already been described (20). 

It is not a large type of its class, being less than a mile long and 
rarely reaching a height of 15 feet. The most striking feature 
observed in its study was its direction, this being not far from east 
to west, or at nearly right angles to the direction of ice movement in 
this region. However the striae locally do not indicate such a dis
parity betvveen the direction of the ice movement and the trend of 
the esker. Apparently at least during the closing stages of the icc 
invasion the local ice movement was toward the southwest . 

The esker begins on the east in a cultivated field with character
istic rolling morainal topography. The distinctly ridge form is 
scarcely assumed before it is abruptly terminated and succeeded by 
swampy ground, and then 500 feet farth er north it picks up as 
abruptly and continues onward curving rather sharply toward the 
westward. Two short breaks, each but a few feet wide, follow in 
rapid succession and then its course is continuous, till the north
south highway is reached. West of the highway it is much more 
discontinuous and segmented (see figure) until finally it blends with 
the heavy morainal features just beyond the railroad. 

It traverses swampy ground throughout its entire course, east 
of the road the adjacent swamp being wooded, west of the road 
it being sufficiently dry to be under cultivation. It is quite possible 
that the breaks are due to stream erosion, although the sluggishness 
of the illy-defined drainage lines through the swamp would seem to 
antagonize that idea . 

Several excavations have been -made at various places in the 
esker, though none are recent. Just east of the road such an exca va
tion occurs and also one about 600 feet west of the road, and near 
the eastern termination of the ridge three excavations are found 
which exhibit the materials and structure to best advantage. Here 
the material is very fine for the most part, although little sand is 
present, with bedding indistinct. Just east of the north-south road 
the excavation is old and so thoroughly washed down as to be of 
little value. However, there is some sand here, and the fact that the 
excavation was continued below the level of the surrounding sur
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face seems to indicate that the stratified materials continue below the 
general till surface. This excavation is now occupied in its deeper 
part by a pond. The excavation west of the road exhibits fll1e gravel 
only . 

The slopes of the esker are gentle and the gravelly surface has 
developed sufficient soil to support vegetation. Its base rarely 
reaches a width of 50 feet. 

\bout one-half mile \\'es t of the termination of the esker and 
just north of the railroad a ridge sta rts abruptly from the level sur
face and rapidly gains ill height until an altitude of 50 feet is att ained. 
This ridge continues north\\'est\\'ard for more than 1,000 feet and 
then turns north\\' ard and ceases rather abruptly. I ts surface is of 
gravel with an excavation near its summit in fine gravel, these fea
tu res togeth er with its steep sides and change in direction give this 
ridge a decidedly esker appearance. 

N ortheast \\'a rd thi s ridge is succeeded \\'ithin a few hundred 
feet by another ridge that abruptly ri ses to a height equal to that of 
the first and as abrupt ly declines nearly to the level of the adjacent 
topography where it is succeeded by a low broad ridge. This last 
r idge is nowhere more than 20 or 30 feet above the adjacent surface, 
and continues for a half mile or more toward the northeast. Possi
bly these developments may be interpreted as the main esker. the one 
mapped and described above being considered a sllla ll tr ibutary to it. 
T hi s may help to explain the unusual direction of the latte r. F urther 
study will be necessary to bring out the relati onships and to deter
mi ne if the high di scolln ected ridges are really a part of an esker sys
tem. T he topographic map very imperfe'ctly exhibits these features . 

Origi ll . 'fhe manner of origin of the ridge Sh0\\'11 on the 
accompanying map (Fig. 12) is not demonstrated by the field study. 
T he fact that the g ravels continue below the general snrround in ~ 

surface where one 0 f the excavations occurs (see above) \\'ould 
seem to indicate that the esker materials were deposited not later 
than the deposition of the till whi ch would favo r the subglacial 
method of origin. 

Eagle IIa rbor esk er. F igures 13-14, plates XV, XV I. T hree 
miles south of E agle Harbor , a small station on the Falls branch of 
the New York Central railroad, occurs an esker several miles in 
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length, Its northern portion is indi cated 0 11 the Albion topographic 
quadrangle, the remaining part lying in the territory covered by the 
l\ledina quadrangle. The esker is associated with the Ba rre 
moraine, its southern end being about 1 mile north of the main east
west ridge of the moraine. The country through this sect ion is 
rolling. In the midst of thi s rolling plain, occupying a rather low 
swampy stretch, the esker pursues its course. Its trencl is nearly 
north and south, although both its northern and southern extrem
it ies depart appreciably frO I11 thi s general direction. Its height is 
no\\'here excessive, for the g reater part of its course only 15 to 30 
feet, but its length is notable, being about fo ur miles, with but one 
or two short gaps in thi s entire di stance, 

Leverett has mapped and described bri efly this esker (62) , th e 
northe rn part of th e ridge shown in the accompanying figure ( F ig. 
13), he apparently regards as moraine, and has so mapped it (62, 
plate II I ) . 

O n the north th e esker sets in as a very broad low ridge. the 
width of the base being several times the height. Ari sing f rom 
swa111py land it continues south\\'est\\'a rd for more than a mile, its 
gentle slopes and brmid crest not revealing its true characte r to the 
casual observe r. In places in thi s portion of the course the esker 
may broaclen until its base is nearl y one-quarte r of a mile in width. 
This part of the esker lies banked against the :\"iagara escarpment, 
the trend of which has probably influenced its direction. 

One or t\\'o exposures occur here. Very li tt le sand is present, 
chi efl y fine to coarse gravel, Medina sandstone pebbles compri sing 
by far the greater part of the material. 

The surface of th e esker everywhere in this northern portion 
is ~xceec1ingl y stony, the stones being small , about the coarseness 
of fine gravel, andillantling the surface everywhere, N ot\\'ithstanc1
ing this feature the esker is under cul ti vation and it s slopes are 
fa irly producti ve. 

:\ear the southern terminus of this northern portion a distinct 
ri dge joins it f rol11 the northwest. T hi s is probably to be in terp reted 
as a t ributa ry to the main ridge. It is a broad, level-topped . gentJe
sid ed elongat ion, about 700 to 800 fee t in length and terminates 
north \\'est\\'a rc! in a broad fl at-topped ele \'a t ion with very gent lc 
slopes . 
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ing this feature the esker is under cul ti vation and it s slopes are 
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as a t ributa ry to the main ridge. It is a broad, level-topped . gentJe
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slopes . 
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From the point where this tributary joins the main ridge a road 
follows the broad crest of the esker until the latter ceases at a stream 
crossing 600 feet or more beyond this point of junction. The portion 
from this interruption to the southern terminus of the esker may be 
regarded as the southern part of the esker. (Figure 14, plate XVI). 
This southc1'll portion possesses typical esker characters, much more 
so than the northern portion. Here the esker has a narrow, hum
mocky crest, steep sides, as steep as the materials will lie, and a 
meandering course. 

In places the esker reaches a height of 50 to 60 feet, however, 
for the greater part of its course it is but 20 to 30 fcet in height. 
It is continuous, but one short gap occurring and that near it" 
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section of this elevated level space occur three large blocks of 
weathered l\Iedina, the largest of which will measure 10 or 12 feet 
on its edges, the other two being but little smaller. Other large 
boulders are lacking on the surface, but gravel occurs everywhere. 

After pursuing a meandering course for nearly a quarter of a 
mile beyond this broad portion the esker terminates abruptly in a 
level-topped loaf-shaped hill 'whose surface is covered by stones of 
all sizes. All are well-rounded, with crystalline material forming a 
conspicuous but minor portion, the greater part being Medina. Its 
sides are as steep as those of the esker ridge proper except the side 
on the west which slopes more gently toward the road. 

East of the terminal loaf-shaped hill occurs another larger hill 
with gentle slopes. Its slopes are comparatively free from stones 
and apparently are of till. It is probably morainal in Qrigin. 
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Leverett has mapped two eskers as terminating in this loaf
shaped hill (62, plate III). The second one he indicates as parallel
ing on the west the one figured and described in this paper. Elevated 
ground occurs beyond the swamp that borders this esker on the west 
but its breadth and its other characters are not at all like those of 
eskers. It is half a mile wide, irregular in form, 20 to 60 feet above 
the swampy ground on the east and extensively dissected by drain
age lines. Everywhere it is under cultivation. Its surface is rolling 
and not excessively stony, and is largely composed of till. It is 
undoubtedly to be regarded as morainic, and a northward continua
tion of the Barre moraine. 

Origin. Several features in connection with this esker throw 
light upon its origin. Its position north of the Barre moraine would 
seem to suggest that it was forming beneath the ice while the Barre 
moraine was being built at the ice front. The large blocks of ~Iedina 
on the surface of the wide portion of the esker near its southern 
terminus could not have gotten there if the esker was being built in 
a superglacial stream, and could with difficulty be accounted for in 
that position, if the esker was being built in a re-entrance back from 
the ice front. The influence of the Lockport escarpment on the 
t rend of the northern portion of the esker shows that the esker 
stream must have been subglacial in this portion of its course at least 
to have been affected by this feature whose reli ef was certainly not 
great enough to extend through the ice and affect a superglacial 
stream. The swampy strips on either side of the esker bordered by 
higher ground farther away indicate the pressure of the ice blocks 
immediately adjacent to the subglacial stream on either side. 

H olley esker. Figure 15. Thi s esker is situated between Hol
ley and Clarendon. It originates about a mile southwest of Holley 
and continues southwestward to within one-half mile of Clarenclon. 
The improved highway that connects the two villages passes along 
the crest of the esker over the northern part of its course. 

The ridge is over a mile long, it is very broad and near its 
southern extremi ty it reaches its greatest height, being 80 feet above 
the marshy flat ground that borders the \\"hole length 0 f the esker 
on either side. F rom the snmmit of this knoll, "Indian H ill", an 
excellent vi e\\" is to be had of the entire surrounding country and par
ti cularly over Clarendon ancl to the southward. 
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It is associated \\·jth the Albion J1Joraine, lying to the north of 
it, the moraine making a jog southward fro m its regular trend anu 
passing through Clarendon beyond the southend of the esker (62). 
T he Albi on topographic map exhibits the esker and associated 
f eatures clearly. 

The esker ridge ri ses rather abruptly at its north end, the coun
t ry north of its place of origin being uneven with gravell y knolls 
abounding. In fact these knolls parallel its course on either side and 
are especially numerous beyond its southern termination around 
Clarendon. 

Its course is of the meandering type, the meanders being long 
and conspicuous. T he ridge is unusuall y oroad at its base, a feature 
not characterist ic of \ iVestern New York eskers, and its crest is like
wise unusually broad. Its lateral slopes are gentle, much more so 
than those of the ordinary esker. They are stony yet yield a fai rl y 
good soil consequently the ridge is under cultivati on its entire length, 
part of it being in orchard. The crest-line is uneven or hummocky, 
the hi ghest one being "Indian Hill" which ri ses 4S feet above the 
adjoining portion of the ridge on the north. 

From the point of origin to the place of termination no inter
ruptions occur in the course of the esker, it being continuous 
th roughout its entire length. 

Its terminat ion is gradual. From "Indian Hill" it slopes south
westward , first rapidly and then more gently unti l it has ceased to 
appear as a distinct ridge among the irregulariti es of the ground 
moraine on either hand. 

.\t least two gravel pits occur in its course. N either has been 
work ed recently so that their features are obscured by weathering. 
T he bedding is imperfect and indi stinct near the surface, becoming 
more di stinct with rude anticlinal st ructure with depth . The mate · 
rials are fi ne, chiefly gravel of good grade. T hi s is composed almost 
ent irely of Medina sandstone, a form ation that is extensively worked 
at Holley for building stone. L everett states that ;\I edina makes up 
90 per cent. of the pebbles by actual count (62). 

One small tributary esker occurs just east of the north end of the 
main ridge. It is about 800 feet long with a hummocky crest, the 
hummocks ri sing to a height of 20 feet above the surface on either 
side of the tributary. 
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Origin. Little can be said as to the origin of this esker. The 
abundance of local material in its composition is antagonistic to the 
idea of superglacial origin. The small amount of sand observed 
in its ccmrse is certainly un favorable to the idea of origin at the ice
front or within a re-entrance into the ice, for under these conditions 
a composition comparable to that of kames might be expected. 
Further it was apparently forhled at a time when the Albion moraine 
with its associated kames was forming at the ice front around Clar
endon south of the southern terminus of the esker. Its width seems 
to be the only feature opposed to the idea of subglacial origin. 
"Indian Hill" at the terminus of the esker may very likely represent 
a kame that was forming at the edge of the ice when the esker was 
being deposited beneath the ice toward the north in the subglacial 
feeding stream. 

Ogden esker. Three miles south of Adams Basin and one-half 
mile east of Ogden occur several glacial features that Leverett has 
interpreted as constituting an esker (62). These features are well 
exhibited on the Brockport topographic quadrangle. An inspection 
of this part of the map discloses a broad interrupted ridge trending 
southwestward, 40 to 60 feet above the general level of the sur
rounding country, with low wet ground on either side. On the quad
rangle this ridge is represented as about one mile in length, 
however it is in reality twice that length, fully half of it being too low 
to find representation with the contour interval used. 

The ridge begins on the north as a low broad quite incon
spicuous feature just south of the first east-west road north of 
Ogden. For one-fourth of a mile it preserves this character, then 
ri ses gradually to a height sufficient to take its first 20 foot contour. 
Just east of Ogden on the cross road the ridge is 50 feet high and 
one-quarter of a mile wide. It diminishes in height southward from 
this locality and nearly ceases. Again it increases in height and turn
ing more to the southwest continues to the east-\\'est road one mile 
south of Ogden. The highest part of this portion of the ridge is 60 
feet above the surrounding country. It is broad, being nearly one
half a mile in width at this highest point with very gentle slopes. 

Throughout the entire course the ridge is under cultivation. 
Its surface is sandy, here and there gravel occurs mixed with the 
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sand. Large boulders are rare. Till occurs locally. Excavations 
have been made in several places, the most recent of which exhibit 
fine gravel, poorly stratified, covered by till to a depth of four feet. 
This excavation occurs along the north-south road at the north end 
of the southern half of the esker. 

This ridge lies north of the Barre moraine which is very in
definite through this portion of :lVIonroe County and the adjacent 
part of Orleans county, consisting chiefly of low, irregularly 
distributed mounds and sho'rt ridges. 

Origin. It is quite possible that this ridge may be interpreted 
in another way rather than as constituting an esker. Its width, its 
very gentle slopes and its material arc not typical of eskers. In fact 
the southern segment resembles a drumlin as seen from the north 
and from the sides. It has the same trend as the drumlins of this 
area. The topographic map exhibits this similarity very strikingly, 
however, its composition of sand with some gravel is opposed to thi~ 
interpretation of its origin. 

Again this feature may be considered as a morainic spur extend
ing northward from the Barre moraine. 

Finally it may be interpreted as an esker built in a very broad 
subglacial stream at the time of the deposition of the Barre moraine, 
or, less likely, the filling by a powerful stream of a broad re-entrant 
of the ice extending back from the Barre moraine. 

CONCLU SION. 

The study of the eskers in the V1C1111ty of Rochester has de
veloped few new facts and the observations recorded exhibit few 
new features. Each esker possesses its individual peculiarities which 
are largely a matter of detail. The relations at the point of origin, 
the relation at the termination, the character of the course, the rela
tion to surroundings, the composition, a re essentially the same with 
the New York eskers as characterize eskers in other regions. 

The features exhibited by the western New York eskers seem 
to indicate in a vast majority of instances an origin in a tunnel be
neath the ice. It is true that the characteristics of some eskers do 
not throw much light upon the manner of their origin, yet in the 
case of most eskers, if they are studied carefully, there will be 
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revealed, very often in their minor details, the \\'ay in whi ch they 
were formed. The relation they bear to mora ines, their relations at 
the point of origin, their occurrence between the drumlins, the pres 
ence of lakes or s\\"amps on either side, their composition largely 'of 
g ravel, their relation to kames, the local character of their materials, 
the presence of till and large boulders on thei r surfaces, and of 
kettles depressed into their crests, their occurrence in trenches in the 
till sheet, their chaotic stratifi cati on, all seem to indi cate a subglacial 
origin for the Rochester eskers. 

\ Vhile the preceding descriptions aim to include all of the eskers 
near Rochester , New York, very possibly some occurrences have 
been overlooked. Eskers of in ferior dimensions are very likely to 
be missed. One such occurs two miles northwest of Scottsville. It 
is but a few hundred yards in length, 10 to 15 feet high, and li es 
bet\\'een two high drumlins, \\" ith swampy ground on either hand. 
The topographic map (Rochester quadrangle) gives no indication 
of it and as it occurs some distance from the hig'hway it might be 
very readily overlooked. P robably there are a number of such 
isolated examples of eskers in the area under consideration which 
are not high enough to be indi cated on the topographic maps and the 
occurrence of \\'hich is not kno\\"n to the scient ific public. 
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revealed, very often in their minor details, the \\'ay in whi ch they 
were formed. The relation they bear to mora ines, their relations at 
the point of origin, their occurrence between the drumlins, the pres 
ence of lakes or s\\"amps on either side, their composition largely 'of 
g ravel, their relation to kames, the local character of their materials, 
the presence of till and large boulders on thei r surfaces, and of 
kettles depressed into their crests, their occurrence in trenches in the 
till sheet, their chaotic stratifi cati on, all seem to indi cate a subglacial 
origin for the Rochester eskers. 

\ Vhile the preceding descriptions aim to include all of the eskers 
near Rochester , New York, very possibly some occurrences have 
been overlooked. Eskers of in ferior dimensions are very likely to 
be missed. One such occurs two miles northwest of Scottsville. It 
is but a few hundred yards in length, 10 to 15 feet high, and li es 
bet\\'een two high drumlins, \\" ith swampy ground on either hand. 
The topographic map (Rochester quadrangle) gives no indication 
of it and as it occurs some distance from the hig'hway it might be 
very readily overlooked. P robably there are a number of such 
isolated examples of eskers in the area under consideration which 
are not high enough to be indi cated on the topographic maps and the 
occurrence of \\'hich is not kno\\"n to the scient ific public. 
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